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We are passionate about  
our furniture and proud of  
our reputation for providing  
a prompt, efficient and 
friendly service.

www.oceedesign.com

We hope that our brochure will provide you with a taste of 
our extensive portfolio and the service we provide. It was 
impossible to fit all the detailed product information into 
one publication, so we would like to invite you to visit our 
website at www.oceedesign.com. The website contains 
videos, specification sheets, CAD drawings, operating 
and maintenance instructions, as well as more location 
photography, and news about our activities. 
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Contact

Our highly trained staff can offer advice on space planning, 
fabric choices and the most appropriate ergonomic seating 
for your requirements. We would be delighted to help you 
with any questions you may have. Please call us on  
01604 674674 or email us at sales@oceedesign.com. 

Notes

Warranty & Recyclability 
All of Ocee Design’s products are offered with a minimum  
5 year warranty and are a minimum of 95% recyclable,  
unless otherwise stated.

Testing and standards 
Details of testing standards are to be found on page 192 and full 
specification sheets are available at www.oceedesign.com.

CMHR foam 
All of our seating products are manufactured using CMHR foam  
as standard.

Table tops and powder coating options 
Within the product descriptions we have specified the standard 
table tops and frame options available. If you would like a different 
specification, or would like to find out more about the other wood 
or colour options on offer, please contact 01604 674674  
or email sales@oceedesign.com
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Ocee Design is an independently owned UK 
manufacturer of  commercial furniture working 
with office furniture resellers, design and 
build consultants, architects and specifiers. 
We operate from a modern production facility 
in Northamptonshire and showrooms in 
Northampton and London.

At Ocee Design we specialise in creating cutting 

edge designs without compromising on comfort or 

reliability. We recognise that customers want high 

quality products at accessible prices, backed by an 

efficient service. Our aim is to research and pioneer 

new products and practices to enhance the working 

environment of the end user.

The company was founded in 1990 to provide 

unique commercial seating solutions and real 

business benefits to our customers. Our strategic 

development has taken us from a producer of 

operator and task seating to an established British 

furniture manufacturer of superior designed, high 

quality products. We believe in producing furniture 

manufactured to the highest standards of quality and 

supplied with exceptional levels of service. 

Our Company Story
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Service & Quality
We pride ourselves on our dedicated customer 
service, bespoke product design and guaranteed 
delivery programmes. 

The efficient and reliable service of our internal 
and external sales team has fostered long-term 
relationships with our clients. Our space planning, 
marketing and unique delivery service are all designed 
to enhance the sales proposition of our clients. The 
unique 5 working day delivery cycle allows us to deliver 
the majority of our product range during the week 
following order placement.

Ocee enforce stringent quality standards. Our products 
are constructed using only the finest quality materials 
and craftsmanship, enabling us to offer a minimum 
5 year product warranty and an extended 10 year 
warranty on certain ranges. We are members of the 
British Contract Furniture Association (BCFA) and 
Furniture Industry Research Association (FIRA), having 
achieved full accreditation under the Furniture Industry 
Sustainability Programme (FISP). As you would expect 
from one of the UK’s foremost commercial furniture 
manufacturers, we are a quality assured organisation 
accredited to both ISO 9001 and ISO14001. 

By regularly monitoring and reviewing our performance 
we ensure that we manufacture in the most responsible 
manner. We have made significant investment in solar 
energy and heat exchange technology to reduce our 
energy consumption. Our R4 environmental charter 
has been developed to encourage us to Reduce, Reuse, 
Refurbish and Recycle wherever possible. We offer 
customers the option of having old chairs professionally 
refurbished or disposed of in a sustainable and 
environmentally friendly manner. We work with partner 
organisations to support initiatives that enable old 
chairs to be reused by schools, charities and community 
groups. The steps we take to remain at the forefront 
of environmentally friendly manufacturing and provide 
customers with an assured, ethical source of supply are 
described in our environmental policy.
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Because of  our belief  in the importance of  
ergonomic design our products can be sold  
and specified with confidence. 

At Ocee Design we understand that a chair is literally 
the support for your working life. We specialise in 
producing high quality, ergonomically designed, 
innovative and stylish seating to cater for the  
demands of the working environment. 

We consider the ergonomic design of every product  
and recognise the importance of correct posture to 
general well-being. Our experienced sales advisors 
are trained to specify the most appropriate seating for 
particular users and environments. 
 

Ocee stress the importance of correctly setting up  
a chair for individual users and endeavour to ensure  
the simplicity of readjustment to enable multiple users 
to use the same workspace.

Our Ergonomic and Backcare collection is perfect 
for people who have experienced back problems and 
as such has been endorsed by a leading Chartered 
Physiotherapist.

We have developed products specifically to support  
the HSE directives and have particularly considered  
the requirements of 24-hour working environments, 
such as surveillance rooms and call centres. To ensure 
individuals have the correct chair we have included 
petite and heavy-duty options.

Ergonomic Design

HenRay three seater sofas in Camira Blazer Wesley, Silcoates & Surrey with a HenRay glass-topped table.

Our Design Ethos
We believe in quality design and will 
continually challenge conventional  
thinking to provide customers with ground 
breaking solutions. 

At Ocee Design we provide furniture solutions to create 
inspiring environments. By investing in new products 
and innovations we have created a stunning portfolio, 
while staying true to our philosophy of manufacturing 
ergonomically designed quality British furniture. 
 

We research the everyday activities undertaken in 
busy working areas to determine how our furniture can 
effectively facilitate new ways of working, learning and 
interacting. 

We work with well-known British and international 
designers and also invest in young talented individuals 
to inspire them to create exciting furniture. We believe 
in encouraging the designers of the future and assist 
both lecturers and students with their assignments.
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Reception & Soft Seating

O’VAL  20 STRETCH  22 SKYLINE 24 CONNAUGHT  26 CHAMFER  28 DORCHESTER 30

NOAH 10 HARC 12 HARC TUB 14 HENRAY  16 DISHY  18 O’CEE 20

GROSVENOR  32 GIGGLE  34 SOLACE  36 VENUS  37 TOUCH  38 STOOLS  40

CASINO  42 KLUB  43 FORUM 44
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Noah
Designed by Samuel Wright 

Workspaces are becoming more open, flexible 
environments, taking inspiration from domestic 
interiors. The Noah collection creates a relaxed 
breakout area as well as a contemporary timeless 
aesthetic to an atrium or lounge. 

This collection celebrates the craft of the 
British manufacturing industry, using traditional 
techniques to produce contemporary timeless 
pieces. Noah was influenced by the iconic styles of 
50’s British and Danish design whilst considering 
emerging trends within design and the working 
environment.

Features

Rocker, armchair, sofa and matching table
Oak and black ash solid wood frames
Loose cushions
High density premium quality foam
Premium quality webbing

The Noah Sofa, Rocker, Armchair and Coffee Table are in Oak and upholstered in Camira Blazer Plymouth.

NOAH2/AB

NOAHSOFA/AB

NOAHTAB/AB

NOAH1/AB
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HARCHB3/C

Features

Single seat chair, two and three seat sofa
Low and high back option on all models
Fully webbed seat for additional comfort
Powder coated cast aluminium, chrome  
and wooden base options
Powder coating in silver (RAL 9006), black  
and white as standard with other colour finishes  
on request
Oak and black ash wooden legs as standard with 
other options on request
Two-tone fabric option
Available in fabric or vinyl
Matching upholstered stool
Matching wooden rectangular tables in a wide 
variety of finishes with wooden, chrome  
or powder coated legs

Harc
Designed by Roger Webb Associates

Within busy workplaces and collaborative 
environments there is a need for furniture that 
encourages social interaction, intimate meeting 
places, privacy, and places of refuge where focus, 
paying attention and listening are essential. Harc has 
been created to facilitate the basic need to listen and 
to provide a place to cut out or reduce the surrounding 
noise. The name Harc echoes the arc shape with its 
sweeping curves that wrap around to create a warm 
and cosy enclosure. 

The design references back to 1950’s styling with 
characteristically sophisticated low and high back 
sofas, all designed on leg frames either in wood  
or aluminium.

The Harc range of low and high back seating shown in Camira Blazer Sliverdale, 
Aberdeen, Nottingham and Banbridge with Harc tables.

HARCLB2/C HARCLB1/C

HARCTABLE/C/14
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HARCTUB3/W/O HARCTUBM2/AHARCTUBLB3/W/AB

Features

Low and acoustic high back lounge and  
meeting chairs
Two-tone fabric option
Available in fabric, vinyl or leather
Moulded foam for additional comfort and durability
Chrome wire frame base
Wooden base in oak and black ash as standard  
with other options on request
Polished aluminium swivel base with tilt and 
optional self-return
Powder coating available in silver (RAL 9006),  
black and white with other options on request
Matching square tables with wooden or glass  
tops (700mm x 700mm) with wood, four star 
polished aluminium and wire frame to match  
chair configurations

Harc Tub
Designed by Roger Webb Associates

Harc Tub chairs suite with the full Harc range. The two 
heights offer a lounge chair and a meeting chair scaled 
for working at a table. With the wrap around acoustic 
high backs, the chairs become secluded spaces, 
intimate and private places to concentrate, listen and 
focus attention on tasks.

Three base options in wood, powder coated aluminium 
and a polished aluminium swivel offer choices for all 
environments.

Harc Tub wire framed chairs in Camira Blazer Nottingham and Silverdale with a Harc wire frame table.

HARCTABLE/4STAR/A/G
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Features

28 modular units
Fully webbed seat
Modular units can create large landscapes  
or small informal meeting areas
Available in fabric and vinyl, with  
two-tone options
Aluminium or white powder coated legs
Power and audio visual options
Square scatter cushions and bolsters available

HenRay
Designed by Henry Gurney

HenRay is a sharp and stylish range of soft 
seating created by our in-house designer. High 
back units offer comfort and privacy and suite 
perfectly with low back seating, benches and 
tables. Curved modules and booths complete 
the extensive collection to create large 
landscape configurations ideal for meeting and 
public spaces.

A selection of the HenRay range shown in Camira Blazer Wesley, Silcoates and Surrey.
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Dishy
Designed by David Fox

The Dishy chair and sofa offer a stylish solution 
to any corporate or hotel environment. The 
Dishy wood frame gives this acclaimed design 
a new classic twist. High or low backed lounge 
chairs boast a selection of bases from the new 
wooden frame, to swivel or four-legged bases in 
chrome and powder coated steel. The generous 
seat and premium quality foam provide a high 
level of comfort.

Dishy offers a round top four-star base and 
two four-legged oval tables with either wood, 
chrome or white powder coated legs.

Features

High and low back chairs, and sofa option
Available in fabric, leather and vinyl, with  
two-tone options
Four-legged or swivel base in polished 
chrome or white powder coated 
Oak finish frame with other options on request
Complementary table collection
Tables with white, walnut, beech, maple or 
oak chamfered MF MDF table-tops with other 
options on request
Chrome powder coated 4-legged and  
swivel table bases with an oak finish wooden 
frame option
Round table 365mm high, 750mm diameter, 
four-legged table 365mm high, tube tables 
900mm x 600mm and 1200mm x 600mm

Dishy Low Back chairs and Sofa with powder coated white 
frame shown in Gabriel Crisp 4034 and 4604.

Dishy Wooden High Back and Low Back chairs and Sofa shown in Blazer Silcoates and Salford.

DISHY1/SWIVEL

DISHYCIRC
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O’cee shown in Camira Vita Amethyst and the O’val chair and stool shown in Camira Blazer Silverdale with 
complementary Asteroid table. HB-two personal storage in a variety of colours.

Features

Concave, convex and 1600mm and 1200mm 
straight free-standing modular units 
Available in fabric and vinyl
Chrome legs
Complementary Asteroid table with 
coordinating fabric cut-outs
Complementary O’val tub chair and stool
Optional square and bolster scatter cushions
Tub chair and stool
O’val tub chair available in fabric and vinyl
O’val stool available in fabric, leather and vinyl

O’cee  
& O’val
Designed by David Fox

Designed exclusively for Ocee Design by David 
Fox, the O’cee offers a thoroughly modern twist 
with its striking profile and generous chrome 
legs. The free-standing modular units create 
a multitude of configurations to provide any 
reception or breakout area with a unique and 
distinctive style.

O’val tub chairs and stools are comfortable 
space saving seats. The fabric cut-outs of the 
Asteroid table can be coordinated with O’cee 
and O’val to create stylish breakout areas.
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Features

Fully webbed seat 
8 free-standing modular units: armchair,  
two-seater and three-seater sofas, left or 
right arm two-seater and three-seater units, 
and corner unit
Available in fabric and vinyl with two-tone 
fabric options
Silver, beech and oak leg options
Square scatter cushions and  
bolsters available

Stretch 
Designed by Ian Marchant

Stretch is the landscape seating range designed 
to expand into any area. With eight individual 
pieces, Stretch can be a simple armchair or a 
collection of multiple units. 
  
Ideal for relaxation or collaboration, Stretch can 
be configured to define breakout spaces. Each 
free-standing piece can be fitted with silver, 
beech or oak legs and two-tone fabric options  
are available. 

Stretch shown in Camira Craggon Bracken and Bute Heathered Tweed 2934, with a Noah Coffee Table.

 STRETCH3/R , STRETCH2/L, STRETCHCO
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Features

23 modular units for multiple configurations
Two-tone options in fabric and vinyl
Chrome or white powder coated legs with 
other colours available on request
Power and data requirements available 
Fully webbed seat

Skyline 
Designed by Henry Gurney

Skyline has been designed and developed to 
provide an intelligent planning solution for 
all environments. Recognising that we work 
in predominantly rectangular spaces, Henry 
drew his inspiration from the visionary design 
of New York City’s grid plan city blocks. The 
use of squares and rectangles allows you 
to build your own configuration from the 23 
different modular units. Ideal in small or large 
arrangements, Skyline is perfect for corporate 
breakout and reception areas as well as more 
robust educational environments.

A selection of the Skyline range shown in Camira Blazer Silverdale, 
Camphill, Ulster, Newcastle and Latymer.
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Connaught Sofa and Armchairs are shown in Camira Blazer Banbridge 
with Camira Blazer Silverdale cushions and a FourResting table.

CON1 CON2/WF CON3 CONSTOOL

Features

Armchair, two and three-seater sofas 
Matching footstool 
Available in fabric, leather and vinyl, with  
two-tone options
Chrome or beech legs 
Wooden base is available in oak as standard 
but other options are available on request
Square scatter cushions and  
bolsters available

Connaught
Designed by Ocee

Connaught is a traditional square-lined sofa and 
armchair range with the added luxury of deep 
plump cushioning. Extremely comfortable, 
Connaught is ideal for corporate or hotel 
environments. The option of two-tone fabric 
showcases the Connaught perfectly. The full 
wooden base is an elegant addition to the range.
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CHAM1 
CHAM2 (SWIVEL BASE)

CHAM3

Features

Chair and two-seater sofa 
Swivel chair option
Compact footprint
Available in fabric, leather and vinyl, with  
two-tone options
Choice of white or silver brushed chrome  
base rail
Square scatter cushions and bolsters available

Chamfer
Designed by Ian Marchant

The stylish tub chair from Ocee Design takes 
its name from its elegant chamfered corners. 
The Chamfer range offers a chair and matching 
two-seater sofa. The compact footprint, and 
option of a swivel-based chair, makes Chamfer 
the ideal choice for breakout areas and student 
accommodation. The choice of a white or silver 
chrome base rail provides the stylish finishing 
touch to complement fabric choices.

Chamfer is shown in Camira Hebden Honeywell & Hemp Acre with a Dishy coffee table.
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Features

Armchair, two and three-seater sofas 
Available in fabric, leather and vinyl  
two-tone options
Available with chrome, beech or walnut legs
Square scatter cushions and  
bolsters available

Dorchester
Designed by Ocee

The extremely popular Dorchester range has 
been updated with new deeper cushions. With 
striking square lines, Dorchester is the ideal 
choice for a reception, office or breakout area. 
The armchair and two and three-seater sofas 
are offered with the option of chrome, beech  
or walnut legs.

Dorchester three-seater sofa is shown in Bute Elgin Tweed with chrome legs, 
with a Cube stool in the same fabric and a Touch coffee table.
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Grosvenor armchair and two-seater shown in  
Camira Blazer Plymouth and Silcoates.

Features

Armchair and two-seater sofa
Generously proportioned seat 
Available in fabric, vinyl and leather,  
with two-tone options
Chrome, walnut or beech leg options
Square scatter cushions and  
bolsters available

Grosvenor
Designed by Ocee

Grosvenor is an extremely popular traditionally 
styled seating range. The generous tub shape 
provides a deep and comfortable seat while  
the optional two-tone fabric adds an extra 
dimension to any reception, informal meeting  
or breakout area.
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Giggle
Designed by Ian Marchant

Inspired by a smile, Giggle is the perfect style 
statement for a modern hotel, reception or 
breakout area. Designed exclusively for Ocee 
Design, Giggle can be supplied with a choice of 
sledge, crossover skid, four-legged fixed and 
four-legged auto-return polished chrome frames. 
The sculptured seat and back offer exceptional 
support and comfort. The option of Giggle in two-
tone fabric creates stunning results.

Features

Choice of sledge, crossover skid, four-
legged fixed and four-legged auto-return 
polished chrome frames
Available in fabric, leather and vinyl, with  
two-tone options on both seat and back
Complementary crossover skid framed table

GIGGLE4 GIGGLETAB

GIGGLE1

GIGGLE2

Giggle 4 is shown in Camira Hemp Plus Sickle and Camira Hemp Plus Trough.

GIGGLE3
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Venus 1 is shown in Blazer Silverdale and Blazer 
Aberdeen with a Touch coffee table.

SL1

Solace chairs with polished chrome legs shown in  
Bute Tweed 0908, 2726 and 2929 with a FourResting table.

Solace 
Designed by Ocee

Combining a generously proportioned seat 
with a compact overall footprint, our exclusive 
Solace range is the versatile seating solution 
for confined spaces. Exceptionally comfortable, 
the stylish tub design can be finished with ball 
foot brushed chrome or sleek polished chrome 
legs. Striking two-tone fabric options perfectly 
complement the design.

Features

Tub chair with compact footprint and 
generously proportioned seat
Available in fabric and vinyl, with  
two-tone options
Ball foot brushed chrome and polished 
chrome leg options

Venus
Designed by Ocee

Venus is the ideal compact tub chair for use in 
cafés, hotels and other leisure environments. 
Both the diagonal and the curved chrome frame 
complement the curvature of the back to create 
a stylish and practical seating solution.

Features

Compact chair 
Available in fabric, vinyl and leather  
with two-tone options
Diagonal four-legged and curved four-
legged chrome frame options

VENUS3

VENUS1
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Features

Free-standing modular units with  
upholstered benches 
Square, T-point, three-point and four-point 
MFC connecting tables 
Black composite laminate tables available
Linking device available
High tensile steel chrome legs
Laptop and coffee table
Low and high upholstered stools
Available in fabric, leather and vinyl
Complementary Asteroid tables

Touch 
Designed by David Fox

Touch is a family of products with benches, 
connecting tables, high and low stools and  
a matching coffee table. Touch benches and 
connecting tables are simple practical units 
designed to allow clients the flexibility to use 
space efficiently. The quality components, 
such as the thin high tensile steel chrome legs, 
facilitate the simplicity of the design. The bench 
and table units are free-standing to ensure total 
flexibility. Beautifully simple, the modular design 
means that Touch looks good as a single bench 
or as a large configuration to dramatically fill an 
atrium. The Touch coffee table and matching 
stools offer a stylish solution for informal 
breakout areas, and the high stools perfectly 
complement the poseur Asteroid table.

Touch benches are shown in Camira Blazer Cundal with  
white connecting tables, Laptop table and Asteroid table.

TOUCH 1200 

TOUCH/COFFEETOUCH/BARSTOOL TOUCH/STOOL
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Features

Dot, tubular design with optional legs in two styles  
(height 400mm x width 470mm)
Dash, square with optional legs in two styles 
(height 400mm x width 470mm)
Morse, square with leg or castor options  
(height 465mm x width 470mm on castors)
Code, tubular with leg or castor options  
(height 455mm x width 470mm on legs)
Cube, (height 500mm x width 465mm)
All available in fabric, vinyl or leather with  
two-tone options

Dot, Dash, Morse, 
Code & Cube
Designed by Ocee

Ocee’s upholstered stools are the stylish accessory for any 
contemporary reception, touchdown or breakout area. Dot, 
Dash, Morse, Code and Cube offer a range of shapes, heights, 
leg and castor options to suit any requirement.

New Caption

CODE/LEG

MORSE/CAST

DOT

DASH

DOT/LEGSCUBE
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Casino
Designed by Ocee

The Casino stool range is a great addition to 
any open space where touchdown seating 
allows people to take a break or catch-up with 
colleagues in an informal environment.  

The option of a single or double crescent 
enables a multitude of configurations to be 
created. Ball foot brushed chrome or polished 
chrome legs offer that extra finishing touch.

Features

Round, one crescent & two crescent options
Available in fabric, vinyl and leather
Available with ball foot brushed chrome or 
polished chrome legs

Casino shown in Camira Blazer 1 Magdalene, Casino 
2 bite in Bute Elgin Clyde Canary, Casino with 
polished chrome feet in Camira Blazer 1 Silverdale, 
with a Touch coffee table & Touch bar stools.

Klub
Designed by Ocee

The popular Klub range has a compact footprint 
ideal for maximising seating numbers or for fitting 
in limited spaces. The tub chair and two-seater 
sofa are the proven solution for receptions, cafés, 
libraries and educational environments, including 
student accommodation. 

Klub armchairs shown in Bute Elgin Argyll, Bute Elgin 
Clyde Canary, Bute Elgin Clyde Turquoise & Camira Blazer 
Silverdale with a Venalo coffee table.

Features

Tub chair and two-seater sofa
Available in fabric, leather and vinyl
Compact footprint

KB1

KB2
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Forum
Designed by Ocee

Forum is a flexible and fully modular seating 
solution. The range includes an armchair, arm 
and non-arm segments, together with inner and 
outer corner sections to provide a multitude of 
configurations. A matching upholstered table can 
be supplied with either a maple, beech, oak  
or fabric top.

Features

Left arm, right arm and non-arm segments, 
together with inner and outer corner sections
Armchair
Available in fabric, vinyl and leather with  
two-tone fabric options 
Matching upholstered table with maple, beech, 
oak or fabric tops 
Square scatter cushions and bolsters available 

A Forum configuration is shown in Camira Main Line Flax Kensington and Goldhawk.
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Den is a range of acoustic work areas created to make 
public spaces private. With eight different styles, numerous 
configurations and a full array of accessories, everyone has 
the opportunity to build their ideal Den.

In any open plan work area there are times when you need 
to find your own space. The environment we work in has to 
facilitate both the privacy needed to concentrate and the 
space needed to collaborate. The workplace has evolved 
as new technology has changed our working habits. Large 
open spaces with shared working areas create lively exciting 
environments, which cultivate greater collaboration. But what 
happens when you need a quiet area to reflect on a budget, 
write an essay, hold a meeting, or even talk on the phone? 

When we began to talk to people, we soon realised that we 
needed to locate our inner child and create a Den.

Den is your noise barrier, acoustically enhanced to separate 
you from the hubbub of the workplace. Den can have power, 
reading lights and data connectivity. Worktops can be 
positioned to suit your working style, and soft seating can 
make your Den a comfortable retreat. 

Unique economical construction
 
Den’s unique junction system enables numerous 
configurations to be constructed with shared components, 
unlike other acoustic work systems which extend their 
configurations by placing stand-alone units back-to-back. 
Den’s modular design ensures an economical construction, 
which can be easily extended and reconfigured to suit your 
changing needs.

Acoustics
 
Den is an acoustically enhanced product designed to reduce 
noise and distractions. The acoustic performance of the 
panel construction has been independently tested in an 
acoustics research laboratory following the guidelines found 
in BS EN ISO 354:2003 (Acoustics - Measurement of sound 
absorption in a reverberation room).

Den.
Do you remember making a Den? 

Was it an edifice of sofa cushions and sheets, a cardboard box castle or a tangled  
tepee of branches and bracken? Those small creative structures defined a private space, 
a quiet retreat - a place to meet with friends...

Finishes
 
Both plain and quilted fabrics are available with a silver 
or black trim line. Panels can be chosen in matching or 
contrasting fabrics depending on your design.

The worktops are available in maple, white, cherry, walnut 
and oak with a matching edge or contrasting ply or black 
edge. A chunky 43mm worktop is offered along with a 25mm 
and a chamfered 12mm.
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Den.Honeycomb 1350mm high and 
1950mm modular width, four person 
workstation, shown in Camira Blazer Ulster 
and Silverdale with FourCast One chairs.

Example Configurations (mm)

Worksurface options

43mm
25mm
12mm Chamfered 
 
Colours with matching edging

Maple
White
Cherry
Walnut
Oak
 
Contrasting edging

Ply
Black

Height options

1200mm
1350mm
1500mm
 
Modular width options

1600mm
1950mm

A full range of data and power 
options is available

4170

3340

2520

1700

1700

4870

3800

2720

1600

1950

Den.Honeycomb 1350mm high and 1950mm modular width, four person workstation, 
shown in Camira Blazer Dunhurst and Kingsmead with FourCast One chairs.

1950 Modular Width

1600 Modular Width

Den.Honeycomb
Acoustic work areas



Den.Curve 1350mm high double unit with seating option and single workstation, 
shown in Camira Blazer Bryanston and Silcoates with FourCast One chairs.
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Example Configurations (mm)

1440

2825

1025

1025

Curve options

Seating
 

Worksurface options

43mm
25mm
12mm Chamfered 

 
Colours with matching edging

Maple
White
Cherry
Walnut
Oak

Contrasting edging

Ply
Black
 

Height options

1200mm
1350mm
1500mm
 

Modular width options

Single 1440mm
Double 2825mm

A full range of data and power 
options is available

Double unit

Single unit

Den.Curve
Acoustic work areas

Den.Curve 1350mm high two person workstation, 
shown in Camira Blazer Newcastle and Silverdale 
with FourCast One chairs.
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Example Configurations (mm)

620 700

38903180

30802510

22601840

14501170

Den.Zigzag 1200mm high and 1450mm modular 
width, three person seating unit, shown in Camira 
Blazer Handcross and Silverdale.

Den.Zigzag 1200mm high and 1450mm modular 
width, three person workstation, shown in Camira 
Blazer Handcross with FourCast XL chairs.

Zigzag options

Seating
 

Worksurface options

Straight or round corner
43mm
25mm
12mm Chamfered 
 

Colours with matching edging

Maple
White
Cherry
Walnut
Oak

Contrasting edging

Ply
Black

 

Height options

1200mm
1350mm
1500mm
 

Modular width options

1170mm
1450mm

A full range of data and power 
options is available

1170 Modular Width 1450 Modular Width

Den.Zigzag 
Acoustic work areas

Den.Zigzag 1350mm high and 1450mm modular width, 
three person workstation, shown in Camira Blazer 
Plymouth with FourCast One chairs.
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Example Configurations (mm)

Worksurface options

43mm
25mm
12mm Chamfered 

 

Colours with matching edging

Maple
White
Cherry
Walnut
Oak

Contrasting edging

Ply
Black

 

Height options

1200mm
1350mm
1500mm

A full range of data and power 
options is available

20002400

1870

20002400

1850

Den.Spoke 90 1350mm high four person 
workstation, shown in Camira Blazer Ulster 
with FourCast One chairs.

Den.Spoke 120 1350mm high three person 
workstation, shown in Camira Blazer Ulster 
with FourCast One chairs.

Den.Spoke 120

Den.Spoke 90

Den.Spoke 
Acoustic work areas

Den.Spoke 120 1200mm high three person workstation, shown in Camira 
Blazer Manchester and Ulster with FourCast One chairs.
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Example Configurations (mm)

Booth options 

Seating - single or double
Seating arms
Light diffuser acoustic panel 
Canopy with light 
Wardrobe rail with shelf

 
Worksurface options

43mm
25mm
12mm Chamfered 
 

Colours with matching edging

Maple
White
Cherry
Walnut
Oak

Contrasting edging

Ply
Black

 
Height options

1200mm
1350mm
2100mm
 

Modular width options

1000mm
1200mm
1950mm
 

Modular depth options

825mm
1225mm

A full range of data and power 
options is available

825

825

1600

1600

1000

1950

1000

1950

1950

1950

2900

2900

Den.Booth 1350mm high double 
seating unit with two workstations, 
shown in Camira Blazer Newcastle 
and Silverdale Channel.

Den.Booth 2100mm high single 
workstation with canopy and light 
diffuser acoustic panel, shown 
in Camira Blazer Newcastle and 
Silverdale Channel with FourCast 
One chair.

1000 Modular Width

1950 Modular Width

Den.Booth 
Acoustic work areas

Den.Booth 2100mm high three person workstation with canopy and light 
diffuser acoustic panel, shown in Camira Blazer Silcoates and Wesley.  
Den.Booth 1350mm high six person workstation, shown in Camira Blazer 
Surrey with FourCast One chairs.
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Example Configurations (mm)

Worksurface options

43mm
25mm
12mm Chamfered 
 

Colours with matching edging

Maple
White
Cherry
Walnut
Oak

 
Contrasting edging

Ply
Black

Height options

1200mm
1350mm
1500mm
 

Modular width options

1400mm
1600mm

A full range of data and power 
options is available

3150

3150

1600

1600

1600

3150

1600

1400

Den.Cube 1350mm high 1600mm modular 
width, four person workstation, shown in 
Camira Blazer Ulster and Silverdale with 
FourCast One chairs.

1600 Modular Width

1400 Modular Width

Den.Cube 
Acoustic work areas

Den.Cube 1350mm high two person workstation, shown in Camira Blazer 
Aberdeen and Silverdale with FourCast One chairs.
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Example Configurations (mm)

Diner Options

Seating
Seating arms 
 

Table-top options

25mm
12mm Chamfered

 
Colours with matching edging

Maple
White
Cherry
Walnut
Oak

 
 
 
 

Contrasting edging

Ply

Black

 
Height options

1200mm
1350mm
1500mm
 

Modular depth options

1650mm
2050mm

A full range of data and power 
options is available

2450

2450

4050

4850

2050

1650

2450
2050

Den.Dining 1350mm high 1650mm modular 
width, four person dining unit, shown in 
Camira Blazer Silverdale with Blazer Ulster 
seating.

1650 Modular Depth

2050 Modular Depth

Den.Dining 
Acoustic work areas

Den.Dining 1350mm high 2050mm modular width, six person dining unit, 
shown in Camira Blazer Ulster and Silcoates.
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Example Configurations (mm)
Den.Specials
Acoustic work areas

The joy of creating such a flexible system is that we 
can create a Den to match your specific needs.

The Den team will be delighted to help you and 
can provide a free 3D space planning service and a 
detailed quotation.

Den.Panel 1500mm high 850mm modular  
width with stabiliser feet, shown in Camira  
Blazer Ulster.

Single or double coat hook

Soft seating arm options

Wardrobe rail

*Stabiliser foot

* Stabilising feet are only required for Den. Panel or shell configurations Fabric options in Camira Blazer, Blazer Lite, Blazer Quilt and 
Lucia. Please see our pricelist for full details.

Identification plate

Grip cups for carpet and hard floors

Light diffuser acoustic panel

*Half stabiliser foot

Wipe board available in three sizes

Range of power and data options

Canopy with light

*Slide on fixed foot

Den.Panel
Acoustic work areas

Den.Panel has been created to offer freestanding 
acoustic panels to complement your Den 
configurations. A newly designed discreet foot 
neatly supports the panel without creating any 
trip hazards or extending the overall footprint. 
Both a full circle and semi-circle option are 
available to cater for specific needs. 

850

1050

1700

2100

2550

3150

850 Modular Width

1050 Modular Width

Panel stabilising feet options

Stabiliser foot
Half stabiliser foot 
Slide-on fixed foot
 

Height option

1500mm
 

Modular width options

650mm
850mm
1050mm

Den.Accessories
Acoustic work areas
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O’zone 
System Furniture

Whether in a business, education or leisure 
facility, O’zone provides areas for individual 
study, informal meetings and social gatherings. 
The curving construction creates private and 
communal spaces for touchdown working or 
longer periods of desk based study. 

Screen and desk height, as well as colour, finish 
and fabric can all be specified. The ability to 
configure and re-configure modules offers 
the flexibility to alter working environments 
to cater for changing needs. In addition, Ocee 
Design’s extensive portfolio complements 
the O’zone system with high quality task and 
breakout furniture.

O’zone is constructed to withstand the 
demands of the busiest environment. We have 
total confidence in our quality procedures and 
as such O’zone is offered with a full 10 year 
warranty for normal wear and tear conditions.

Features

25 different modules to construct working, 
dining and reception units
Quality birch plywood frame
Desktop finish options in white, maple, 
beech, walnut, light grey and oak
600mm deep x 25mm thick desk at two desk 
height options - 720mm or 1000mm 
Screen laminate finishes in platinum white, 
light grey and maple
The option of writable, wipeable  
screen surfaces
80mm thick modular screen at three height 
options - 1200mm, 1500mm or 1800mm
Egger laminated plywood board on both sides
End posts, linking posts and top-caps 
stained quality birch plywood
Seat and desk support in white as standard
Edging and trim finish options in black, oak 
and walnut (other finishes are available 
upon request)
Upholstery available in fabric and vinyl
Specific power and data requirements 
accommodated
10 year warranty

O’zone configurations shown with a mixture of seating areas and workstations.
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O’zone 
System Furniture

With 25 different modules, O’zone can provide 
working areas, reception counters and dining 
booths. The modular design has been created 
to provide you with the freedom to construct 
spaces to suit your specific needs. 

O’zone Dining Booths.
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Meeting, Conference 
& Café Seating 

FOURCAST 
 XL PLUS & XL 74

FOURCAST 
EVO 76

FOURCAST  
ONE 78

FOURCAST 
 LOUNGE 80

FOURCAST 
LINE 82

FOURCAST 
 FOUR 84

FOURCAST 
HIGH & COUNTER 86

FOURCAST 
 WHEELER 88 

FOURCAST  
INNO®AUDI 90

FOURSURE  
44 94

FOURSURE  
88 96

FOURSURE  
66 98

FOURSURE  
90 & 105 100

FOURSURE 
INNO®AUDI 102

 
FOURBENCH  103

 
PANACHE 104

 
CLASS 105

 
VOGUE 106

 
OPAL 107

 
ALINA 108

 
NAPIER 110

 
STELLA  111

 
PATCH 112

 
CLIO 114

 
BEAM 1 115

 
BEAM 2,3,4 116

 
BARISTA 117

 
JAVA 118

 
BISCOTTI 119
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FourCast
Designed by Strand & Hvass

The Four Family is a concept as well as a 
product collection – a new way to work and 
interact. Designed by architects Christina 
Strand and Neils Hvass, the FourCast range is 
characterised by superb functionalism and a 
simple Scandinavian minimalistic design. 

The FourCast and FourSure ranges are designed 
to create harmony in interiors, whether it 
is in the canteen, classroom, conference or 
boardroom. The common design of the seat 
shell creates a consistent style throughout a 
building. 

We have considered every seating application, 
both for the education and business sector, to 
create ingenious designs.  

Four embraces the shift away from traditional 
interiors towards environments that 
encompass the latest technology and enhance 
the best working practices. Accessories such as 
the Inno®tab and dashboard create the perfect 
agile working platform by accommodating 
phones and computer tablets. 

The Four range is tested to the highest quality 
standards and is therefore suitable for the 
toughest environments. It is also load tested 
to 112 kg. All of the Four Family chairs are 
100% recyclable, excluding upholstery, and are 
offered with a full 5 year warranty. 

FourCast Chairs

Nine FourCast chair types utilise the same 
ergonomically shaped seat shell on a variety of 
bases. The shell is both exceptionally strong 
and flexible, offering the user excellent seating 
comfort. Nine vibrant coloured polyamide shells 
can be chosen with or without upholstered seat 
pads. Fully upholstered FourCast chairs offer a 
stylish extension to the range. 

Four Tables

The Four family also includes a comprehensive 
table collection of high and low level options.  
The innovative FourReal space-in space 
partition allows one person to quickly create a 
workspace with improved acoustics and a sense 
of privacy. All of the Four family tables can be 
found in the Table Section on page 121  
to page 151

We welcome you to the Four family and hope 
that our innovations will inspire your working 
environments.

F O L I O
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FCXL1FCXLP1

FourCast XL Plus with black powder coated frames.

Features

Aluminium frame 
Armrest with leather
Swivel base
Return mechanism option
Freefloat seat/back mechanism
Optional gas lift
Glides or soft castor option
Optional black or white powder coated frame 
with other options on request
Weight capacity 112kg
FCXLPlus 960mm high
FCXL 875mm high

FourCast  
XL Plus & XL
Designed by Strand & Hvass

With excellent seating comfort and broad leather 
topped arms, FourCast XL is an elegant armchair for 
the meeting or boardroom. Fully upholstered, the 
FourCast XL is classically chosen in leather, but is 
available in a wide variety of fabrics. The four star base 
is fitted with glides, whereas the five star base has the 
option of castors and gas lift. An automatic return can 
also be selected on chairs without castors. The high 
back FourCast XL Plus is also available. The FourCast 
XLPlus offers the same features as the XL with the 
addition of a higher back rest for enhanced comfort.
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FCEAU1

Features

Fully upholstered, seat upholstered and  
non-upholstered options
Swivel base
Freefloat seat/back function
Optional return mechanism 
Armchair option with leather armrests
Five-star aluminium base with castors
Gas lift option
Standard polyamide glides or soft castor option
Weight capacity 112kg
Wood veneer available 
Powder coated frames in a variety of colours

FourCast Evo
Designed by Strand & Hvass

The loop chrome arms of the FourCast Evo 
complement the simple lines of the FourCast shell. 
The stylish aluminium four star swivel base has  
a freefloat seat/back function and optional armrest 
and gas lift. A five star base option can be fitted  
with castors or polyamide glides. The tilt mechanism 
enhances the inherent flexibility of the shell to offer 
even greater comfort. FourCast Evo is available  
with or without upholstery or with an upholstered 
seat pad.

Wood veneer FourCast Evo chairs with 
seat pads, arms and black powder coated 
frame, with a FourMat table.
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FourCast One
Designed by Strand & Hvass

The FourCast One has an elegant angled  
four-legged swivel base with freefloat seat/back 
function. Optional armrests are available. Ideal for the 
office, conference room or home office, FourCast One 
can be fitted with plastic glides or castors.

Features

Freefloat seat/back function 
Swivel base
Optional return mechanism 
Armchair option with leather armrests
Standard polyamide glides or soft castor option 
Weight capacity 112kg
Wood veneer options
Powder coated frames in a variety of colours
Griphooks optional

FCOAU FCOS

FourCast One in a variety of shell colours.
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FourCast Lounge shown fully upholstered with a four star aluminium base.

FourCast 
Lounge
Designed by Strand & Hvass

FourCast Lounge is a fully upholstered swivel 
lounge chair with freefloat seat/back and return 
function on a four-star aluminium base. The 
addition of the Inno®lounge tablet makes the 
FourCast Lounge ideal for meeting, informal 
working or eating areas.

Features

Fully upholstered
Swivel base
Return mechanism 
Freefloat seat/back mechanism
Weight capacity 112kg
Optional Inno®lounge tablet with integrated 
cup holder and coat hook
Powder coated frames in a range of colours 
available on request

FCLO1/IL
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FourCast Line shown in White with Kvadrat Scuba seat pad.

FCLAS/LINK

FCLS FCLAU

FourCast 
Line
Designed by Strand & Hvass

With nine different coloured shells, FourCast 
Line creates striking dining, auditorium and 
conference facilities.

A stacking skid frame chair, FourCast Line  
can be requested with an integral linking frame. 
FourCast Line can be stacked up to 40 high on a 
trolley and is compatible with the Four Eating table 
suspension system. For additional functionality, an 
Inno®note foldable and removable writing tablet 
can be fitted.

Features

Fully upholstered, seat upholstered and  
non-upholstered options
Frame design for increased stability and  
leg space
Compatible with FourEating table chair 
suspension 
Stackable 25 upholstered, 40 without 
upholstery on trolley
Wood veneer frame option
Powder coated frames in a variety of colours
Outdoor models available
Weight capacity 112kg
Available with inno®note removable tablet 
with integrated cup holder
Griphooks available

IN
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FCFS

Features

Fully upholstered, seat upholstered and non-
upholstered options
Stackable 8 upholstered, 10 without upholstery
Non-upholstered chairs stackable 20 high on the 
trolley, upholstered chairs 12 high
Optional linking device under the seat
Compatible with FourEating table chair suspension
Optional armrests 
Powder coated frames in a variety of colours
Weight capacity 112kg
Outdoor models available
Available with inno®note removable tablet with 
integrated cup holder
Griphooks available
Wood veneer optional

FourCast Four
Designed by Strand & Hvass

At home in the canteen, classroom, meeting room or 
conference room, FourCast Four is a versatile stacking 
chair for any environment. Available in vibrant coloured 
shells, with the opportunity of contrasting upholstered 
seat pads, FourCast Four can create stunning dining or 
conference areas.

FourCast Four is compatible with the FourEating table’s 
ingenious chair suspension unit. A linking device can also 
be fitted under the seat for conference use. 

FourCast Four in Jungle Green shown on the FourEating table suspension system.
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FCH

FourCast High in Orange, Oriental Red and Purple 
with FourStanding tables.

Features

Fully upholstered, seat upholstered and  
non-upholstered options 
Designed to match the FourStanding, 
FourCounter and FourReal tables
FourCast High 1090mm high
FourCast Counter 980mm high
Frame design for increased stability  
and leg space
Integral footrest
Stackable 8 upholstered, 10 without upholstery
Weight capacity 112kg
Powder coated frames in a variety of colours
Griphooks available
Wood veneer option

FourCast High 
& Counter
Designed by Strand & Hvass

FourCast High and Counter chairs are skid framed 
stacking chairs for high level working or dining. Designed 
for use with the Four Standing and Counter tables, the 
chairs create striking multi-height areas when used in 
combination with other FourCast seating products.
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FCW

FCWS/IT/DASH/HC

Features

Castors for easy movement 
Inno®tab, flexible and rotating writing tablet 
Dashboard for phone and tablets
Hanging compartment with room for pens, 
bottle, notebook computer or books
Gas lift
Black base or optional aluminium base 
Optional glides 
Weight capacity 112kg
Compatible with Four table chair suspension
Extra height gas lift with footring available
Griphooks available
Cup holder and coat hook available

FourCast  
Wheeler
Designed by Strand & Hvass

Developed to encourage interaction between people, 
FourCast Wheeler with Inno®tab inspires cooperative 
learning by optimising the physical environment 
for people’s interaction. Research has shown that 
cooperative teaching methods triple learning outcomes, 
as students actively work together. However, the lessons 
of the classroom can be equally applied to any business 
or training environment. With the FourCast Wheeler 
individuals can simply move to wherever they wish to 
work. The addition of the side hanging storage and the 
Inno®tab with dashboard for phones and computer 
tablets makes the wheeler the perfect working platform. 

FourCast Wheeler is ideal for collaborative working.
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FourCast Inno®audi is the innovative and practical answer to 
auditorium seating. Perfect for educational environments, 
FourCast Inno®audi offers a space saving design with the 
intrinsic comfort of the FourCast range. Optional writing 
tablets create the perfect working platform.

FourCast 
Inno®audi
Designed by Strand & Hvass

FCAS/TABB

Features

Fully upholstered, seat upholstered and non-upholstered 
options
Swivel auditorium chair 
Freefloat, return function and gas lift options
Two laminated tablet sizes available in white  
or anthracite
Powder coated frames in a variety of colours
Tablet with integrated cup holder and coat hook 
Extra height gas lift with footring available 
Weight capacity 112kg

FourCast Inno®audi in Oriental Red and matching seat pad with writing tablet B.
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FourSure
Designed by Strand & Hvass

FourSure is the new more curvaceous member of 
the Four Family. With an elegant organic design, 
FourSure chairs offer amazing seating comfort. 
Four leg, skid frame, wheeler and counter height 
options ensure that FourSure has a chair for 
every area. The assembly uses no screws or 
bolts, which makes FourSure extremely strong. 
The clever construction also removes the 
need for a cross bar on the skid frame, allowing 
the clean lines of the design to flow without 
interruption.

As with all the Four chairs, FourSure is available 
in a range of stunning seat and powder 
coated frame colours to enliven any interior. 
A full selection of Four Family accessories and 
upholstery options have been selected to 
allow you to create the chair best suited to your 
workplace. 

FourSure is perfectly complemented by the Four 
Table Collection of high and low level options. All 
of the Four family tables can be found in the Table 
Section on page 121 to page 151
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Features

Inside seat upholstery, upholstered seat pad and 
non-upholstered options
Compatible with the Four table suspension system
Stackable 25 without upholstery,  
15 upholstered on trolley
Optional powder coated frames in a variety  
of colours
Available with Inno®note detachable and foldable 
tablet with integrated cup holder 
Extremely strong with patented assembly method 
using no screws or bolts
Optional griphooks 
Armrest options
Linking device
Weight capacity 112kg

FourSure 44
Designed by Strand & Hvass

Part of the more curvaceous FourSure range, the 
FourSure 44 is an extremely comfortable four-
legged stacking chair available with or without 
arms. FourSure 44 is extremely comfortable due 
to its unique V-shape, flexible back and organic 
curves. Exceptionally robust, FourSure 44 is the 
perfect choice for canteens, meeting rooms, 
lecture rooms, or for office visitor seating. 

With non-upholstered, upholstered and 
colour frame options, FourSure 44 has endless 
combinations to perfectly match your specific 
requirements and decor. 

FS44/IN/LINK

FourSure 44 Armchairs with inner seat upholstery, black shell with matching frame and a FourReal table.
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Features

Inside seat upholstery, upholstered seat pad 
and non-upholstered options
Compatible with Four table suspension 
system
Stackable 35 without upholstery,  
15 upholstered on trolley
Optional powder coated frames in a variety 
of colours
Available with Inno®note detachable and 
foldable tablet with integrated cup holder 
Extremely strong with patented assembly 
method using no screws or bolts
Optional griphooks 
Armrest options
Integral linking device
Weight capacity 112kg

FourSure 88
Designed by Strand & Hvass

The clever construction of the FourSure 88 
removes the need for a cross bar on the skid 
frame allowing the clean lines of the design 
to flow without interruption. FourSure 88 is 
available with a range of options including 
upholstery, arms and the Inno®note removable 
and foldable tablet. 

FourSure 88 is the perfect robust stacking chair 
with endless colour combinations to enliven any 
environment. 

FS88 

FourSure 88 in various colours with black powder coated frames.

FS88A
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FS66S

FourSure 66
Designed by Strand & Hvass

Four Sure 66 is an elegant and robust chair 
with castors or optional glides. The chair is 
extremely comfortable thanks to its unique 
V-shape flexible back, organic curves and tilt-
mechanism in the seat. When equipped with 
the Inno®tab writing tablet, Dashboard and 
Hanging Compartment, Four Sure 66 becomes 
the perfect collaborative working platform with 
space for phones, tablets and files. FourSure 
66 is ideal for educational facilities, conference 
centres or office use.

FourSure 66 with examples of seat pads and inner upholstery.

FS66S/IT/DASH/HC

Features

Castors for easy movement 
Inno®tab, flexible and rotating writing tablet 
Dashboard for phone and tablets
Hanging compartment with room for pens, 
bottle, notebook computer or books
Gas lift
Black base or optional aluminium base 
Optional glides 
Weight capacity 112kg
Compatible with Four table  
chair suspension
Extra height gas lift with footring available
Griphooks available
Cup holder and coat hook available
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Features

Inside seat upholstery, upholstered seat pad 
and non-upholstered options
Compatible with Four table suspension system 
Stackable 5 high
Optional powder coated frames in a variety  
of colours
Extremely strong with patented assembly 
method using no screws or bolts
Optional griphooks 
Weight capacity 112kg

FourSure  
90 & 105
Designed by Strand & Hvass

FourSure 90 and 105 are elegant, stackable skid 
frame high chairs for higher level working and 
dining. Like the lower FourSure 88, the higher 
chairs’ construction removes the need for a cross 
bar on the skid frame. 

Designed to complement the FourCounter 
and FourHigh tables, the FourSure 90 and 105 
can also be used with the FourReal tables and 
partitions to create flexible private work spaces.

FS90 FS105

FourSure 90 in black with matching powder coated frames and upholstered seat pads, shown with a FourReal table.
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Features

Adjustable feet
Easily folded by one person
Complements the Four Family design
Available in chrome, white or black with other 
powder coating options on request

FourBench
Informal Seating

Perfect for creating a mix of seating styles, 
the FourBench is foldable, easy-to-store and 
extremely durable.

Features

Inner upholstered, seat upholstered and 
non-upholstered options
Swivel auditorium chair 
Freefloat, return function and gas lift options
Two laminated tablet sizes available in white  
or anthracite
Powder coated frames in a variety of colours
Tablet with integrated cup holder and  
coat hook 
Extra height gas lift with footring available

FourSure 
Inno®audi 
Designed by Strand & Hvass

FourSure Inno®audi is ideal for the auditorium.
Designed to offer you the maximum comfort 
and ergonomic support, FourSure Inno®audi 
has a V-shaped back, flexible shell and 
integrated tilt mechanism. The movable tablet 
provides the perfect workstation.

The FourBench with white frame and seat 
pad in Kvadrat Scuba.

FB1

FSA
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CL3

CL4

Class cantilever shown in Ocee Black Leather, 
with Kite® walnut veneer table with chrome 
tapered legs.

Panache
Meeting

Offering comfort and style, the Italian designed 
Panache is a chrome framed stackable chair ideal 
for visitor, meeting and conference room use.

The Panache is available with a full and three 
quarter fully upholstered back.

Features

Full or three quarter back
Chrome cantilever frame
Choice of fabric, leather and vinyl upholstery
Stackable up to 4 high
Weight capacity 110kg

Class
Meeting

The stacking cantilever and four-legged Class 
has a half back white or black outer panel. 
A stylish visitor and meeting chair, Class is 
designed to suite with Class task chairs. The 
cold cure moulded foam seat and back provide 
exceptional comfort while ensuring that the 
Class retains its distinctive shape and look.

Features

Upholstery available in fabric, leather  
and vinyl
Cantilever chrome frame
Four-legged chrome frame with integral arms
Choice of black or white finish to  
half back outer 
Cantilever stackable up to 3 high
Weight capacity 110kg

PANACHE/2

PANACHE/1

Panache is shown in Camira Xtreme Plus 
Havana, with Meet-U® table system.
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VG1

OPCANT/UPHOL

OPCANT

Vogue
Meeting

Designed to enhance any meeting or 
boardroom, Vogue has a chrome diamond 
contoured frame. The slimline cut foam seat 
and back are formed to ensure optimum 
comfort.

Features

Upholstered in fabric, leather or vinyl
Available with chrome frame
Two-tone fabric option 
Weight capacity 110kg

Opal
Meeting

Ideal for meeting environments, the Opal 
cantilever offers a high level of comfort. 
The chrome frame chair has the option of 
an upholstered or plastic outer back and is 
designed to suite with the Opal task chair.

Features

Chrome frame
Upholstered or plastic outer back
Matching task chairs
Upholstery available in fabric, leather  
and vinyl
Weight capacity 110kg

Vogue is shown in Ocee White Leather with a chrome frame.

Opal cantilever is shown in Camira Velvetine Platypus 
with a plastic outer back. Shown with a white Kite® table.
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ALUP/CASTALUP/CANT ALUP/4LEG ALM/CANT ALM/4LEG/A

Features

Upholstery available in fabric, leather  
and vinyl
Upholstered seat with either a mesh back or 
upholstered front and plastic outer back
Chrome cantilever, four-legged and four-
legged with castors
Arms and right hand writing tablet available 
on four-legged options
Stackable up to 5 high (not writing  
tablet option)
Weight capacity 110kg

Alina
Meeting & Conference

The extensive Alina range is ideal for the 
training, meeting or conference room. With an 
upholstered or breathable mesh back and three 
frame options, Alina has a model to meet all 
requirements.

Frame options include cantilever, four-legged 
and four-legged with castors. Arm and right arm 
writing tablets can also be added to the four-
legged models. Alina chairs can be stacked up to 
five high and a trolley can be provided for easy 
transportation. 

Alina four-legged armchair with a mesh back & castors shown in Blazer Newcastle, with a Kite® table.

ALUP/4LEG/AWT
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STELLA2

STELLA1

NA1

Napier
Meeting

Napier is a fully upholstered cantilever with a 
streamline back and seat. A light, space saving 
seating solution, Napier has a highly polished 
chrome frame and durable polyurethane arms.

Features

Highly polished chrome frame 
Polyurethane arms 
Fully upholstered in a choice of fabric, 
leather or vinyl
Weight capacity 110kg

Napier is shown in Camira Blazer 1 Aston, with a Rico 800mm diameter table.

Stella
Meeting & Conference

A striking and exceptionally durable seating 
range, Stella is offered with a four-legged silver or 
chrome frame, with or without arms. 

Features

Fully upholstered back outer
Chrome or silver frame options
Non-arm option stacks to 4 high
FIRA tested to BS EN 13761 and BS EN 1022
Upholstery available in fabric, leather and vinyl
Weight capacity 110kg

Stella is shown in Bute Clyde Canary with a silver frame.
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Patch
Meeting, Conference & Café

Patch is Ocee’s new exclusive polypropylene 
chair and stool with a wider more comfortable 
perforated back. Ideal for the conference or 
café, Patch is available with a skid or four-
legged polished chrome frame and optional 
upholstered seat.

Features

Patch chair and stool options
Linking device for chairs for conference use 
Available in seven colours
Polypropylene seat with perforated back
Upholstered seat option in a variety  
of fabrics
Arm options available on request 
Trolley available
Weight capacity 110kg
Patch stool 1150mm high
Chair stacking 10 or 25 on the Patch Trolley
Stool stacks 4 high

Patch four-legged chairs in various colours shown with a Rico 800mm diameter table.

Patch skid frame chairs in a variety of colours.

PATCH/B

PATCH/C
PATCH 
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CLIO1

CLIO2

Clio 2 is shown in Bute Elgin Tweed

BEAM1A

BEAM1

Clio 
Meeting & Conference

The popular Clio range incorporates strong 
beech frames sourced exclusively from 
carefully managed forests. Clio has a matching 
stackable four-legged chair and armchair. The 
comfortable cut foam seat and back makes Clio 
suitable for all meeting, conference and waiting 
areas.

Features

Beech wood frames sourced from  
managed forests
Deep foam seats for optimum comfort
Fully upholstered in fabric and vinyl
SATRA tested to BS EN 4875 and  
BS EN 1022
Stackable to 5 high
Weight capacity 110kg

Beam
Meeting & Conference 

Beam can be used alongside the Beam modular 
two, three and four seat options or as a stand 
alone conference and meeting chair. Beam can 
be provided with a linking device for conference 
use and has arm and non-arm options.

Features

Writing tablet option
Arm and non-arm options
Linking device available
Matches the Beam 2, 3, 4 seating system
Weight capacity 110kg

Beam shown in Camira Advantage Oasis  
with a Cuba 600mm diameter table
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BARISTA/BB

BARISTA/R

Barista matt white & Barista gloss white & red bar 
stools.

Barista
Café 

With just the right blend of comfort and style, 
Barista is an eye catching twist on the classic 
retro plywood and chrome chair. Three colour 
combinations offer a clean look with the option 
of a striking flash of red. The chairs and bar 
stools can be combined with our table ranges  
to offer a mix of seating levels, whilst 
maintaining a uniform look.

Features

Chair and bar stool
Available in beech, matt white laminate, 
gloss white and red laminate with other gloss 
laminate colours available on request
Black beech also available on request, 
subject to minimum quantities
Polished tubular chrome frame
Chair stackable up to 5 high
Bar stool stackable up to 4 high
Weight capacity 110kg

Beam 2,3,4
Waiting Area

Beam is the ideal solution for waiting rooms 
where comfortable hard-wearing seating is 
required. Available in modular two, three and 
four seat options, Beam can also be constructed 
with an integral table section. A single seat 
Beam option is also available for meeting and 
conference use.

Features

Two, three and four seat options
Optional table section
Available in fabric, vinyl and leather
Optional chrome arm 
Floor fixing bracket available
Single chair and armchair available with 
linking device

Beam with table unit is shown in Camira Advantage Charcoal.

BARISTA/W

BEAM4  
(with table unit)

BEAM2

BEAM3
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JAVA/BBAR/BK
JAVA/BBAR/FUPHOL

JAVA/UPHOL

JAVA/B

BISCOT/BMN

BISCOT/MN

Java
Café 

The contoured lines of the Java offer a touch 
of Italian chic to the bistro or breakout area. 
Elegant and versatile, the chair and bar stool 
provide a multi-height option for use in a variety 
of settings. The fully upholstered chair and 
bar stool and upholstered inner seat and back 
option offer additional comfort.

Features

Chair and bar stool
Available in beech and black beech, fully 
upholstered and upholstered inner seat and 
back options
Upholstery available in fabric, leather and 
vinyl
Bar stool with integral foot rest on skid 
chrome frame
Non-upholstered chair stackable up to 5 high
Also available on request: beech zebrano  
and chrome open and loop arm options
Weight capacity 110kg

Biscotti
Café

An affordable bistro chair and bar stool, Biscotti 
offers classic style with total practicality. The 
chrome frame chair stacks to four high and 
although offered in standard maple, other 
options are available. 

Features

Chair and bar stool
Maple natural veneer
Also available in: chair in zebrano natural, 
maple wenge and zebrano wenge;  
bar stool in maple wenge (subject to 
minimum quantities)
Polished chrome frame
Chair stackable up to 4 high
Weight capacity 110kg

Java four-legged beech chair with a Cuba table.

Biscotti maple chair with a Cuba table.
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Kite®

Meeting

The Kite® folding table is simple to move,  
fold and store. Designed to optimise the meeting 
experience, Kite® is suitable for all environments 
from the boardroom to the classroom.

The Kite® shape ensures that each person has 
their own working space and good line of sight to 
the presenter and other delegates. Everyone sits 
at a straight edge with 750mm of personal space; 
no one straddles a table leg, writes over a seam or 
is squashed into a corner. 

Kite’s flexibility creates an agile working 
environment where a single person can quickly 
reconfigure tables into new working styles. 
With a compact nesting profile, tables are easily 
folded and stored without any heavy lifting or the 
need of a trolley.

With a variety of leg options and a selection of 
tops, from banded inlay veneers to white MFC, 
Kite® has a finish to match any interior.

Kite® tables, walnut veneer tops with chrome tapered legs 
with Panache chairs shown in Ocee ivory leather.

KTKVP/TCH/WA
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Kite®
 

Dual locking castors have 50mm height 
adjustment and ensure stability associated 
with fixed frame furniture
Locked castor prevents need for  
linking device
Four sided under frame provides exceptional 
strength and durability 
Modesty panels, power and data 
connectivity and cable management fitted 
without compromising folding function
Matching credenzas available

Features

750mm of individual workspace with clear 
line of sight to colleagues
580mm of uninterrupted leg room
Easily moved, quickly assembled and 
configured by one person without the need  
for a trolley 
Narrow 390mm transit profile easily fits 
through doors
Easy to fold, move and store without any 
heavy lifting or the need of a trolley
750mm and 550mm width ranges
Compact nesting
Straight and tapered leg options
Kite Shape and Kite Rectangle tested to  
BS EN 15372:2008 test level 2

Kite®
Meeting and Eating

White Kite tables are as at home in the meeting 
room as the café or conference room.

From small groups to large social gatherings, 
Kite® tables make your refreshment and 
breakout areas a flexible facility. Kite white 
tables are perfectly complemented by our range 
of meeting, café and conference seating.

Kite® tables, white MFC tops with straight white legs.

Three Kite shaped Kite tables make the perfect adaptable small meeting area. 
Kite white tables with tapered graphite legs shown with Alina mesh back chairs.
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Kite®
Presenting & Training

Kite® is more than just a folding table, Kite® 
can revolutionise the way we use space. 
The patented Kite shape creates multiple 
configurations to facilitate meetings of all types. 
Full flexibility can be maintained with the addition 
of Tubestation portable power and data. 

Kite® facilitates the quick and simple 
transformation from formal meetings to small 
breakout groups, or canteens to open spaces.  
The narrow profile of the folded tables (390mm 
max) means that they can be easily wheeled 
through doors and nested compactly. 

The four sided frame provides greater rigidity 
and durability than traditional I frame centrally 
supported tables. The patent pending dual-
locking castor limits movement, negates the 
need for linking devices and makes Kite® as 
stable as fixed-frame furniture. The stability, 
along with the addition of modesty panels and 
cable management, also make Kite a perfect 
flexible desk system for smaller rooms. 

Kite creates the perfect adaptable presenting and meeting area. 
Kite veneer tables with tapered chrome leg, shown with FourCast 
XL chairs in black leather.
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MiniMobile

The compact storage profile and ease of transit 
make the MiniMobile the perfect solution for 
home or office working. A lower height option 
allows the MiniMobile to be used in the early 
years educational environment.

Kite®
Agility

Meet Anywhere

The Meet Anywhere table is a great solution for 
those occasions when your meeting rooms are 
fully booked and you need a quick alternative.

No lifting, no stress, no panic. Simply roll in, flip 
up the table-top, lock the castors and you are 
ready to work.

Kite® 

Standing
Poseur height folding table

With all the flexibility of the Kite® system, Kite® 
Standing caters for those individuals who wish 
to work at a higher level. Perfect with FourCast 
and FourSure high chairs, Kite® Standing is a 
poseur height table that can be easily folded, 
moved and nested when not in use.

Kite Standing with walnut veneer top and graphite legs. 

KTM10

KTMM

Features

Kite shape tables  
(750mm x 750mm x 750mm)
1045mm high
25mm MFC tops in white, maple, beech, 
montana oak, calais oak or walnut with 
other options on request
Straight legs available in graphite, silver, 
white and chrome with other options  
on request
Kite® Shape and Kite® Rectangle tested to  
BS EN 15372:2008 test level 2

Kite® Standing with walnut veneer top and graphite legs 
shown with FourCast High stools in Camira Blazer Silcoates.
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Me t–U®

Table System

The unique Meet-U® table system features a 
‘tool-free’ design of linking fixed tables and 
bridging tops that ingeniously facilitates 
different table configurations. An integral 
rotating corner plate, neatly concealed within 
the frame, supports bridge tops on two 
adjacent sides of the table simultaneously. A 
simple method of extending layouts, bridging 
tops enhance the sleek and clean design and 
minimise the number of table legs. Meet-U® 
allows more people to sit comfortably, making 
the system ideal for environments with 
changing tabling needs. 

The aesthetic design centres on a shadow line 
along the structure and down the legs. The 
features are enhanced by the wide variety of 
finishes and combinations. A neatly formed 
channel on the underside of the table allows 
the insertion of a multi-function clip that can be 
used to secure and support a modesty panel, 
link tables together and support power cables 
as a ‘cable tidy’. 

Carefully designed with the user in mind,  
a variety of top shapes including rectangles, 
squares, triangles and quadrants, link together 
to form the perfect layout. The versatility of 
the Meet-U® system means that it is ideally 
suited to the boardroom, meeting, training 
and conference room. The wide range of 
configurations, including the horseshoe, 
octagonal, rectangular and square, facilitates 
every type of meeting scenario. 

White Meet-U ® tables with white semi-gloss legs in a boardroom oval configuration.

 Features

Easy and quick to assemble and 
reconfigure 
No tooling required for assembly, 
apart from the supplied Allen key 
Compact to store when not in use
Light weight 
Adjustable levelling legs
Castor options
Full power and data options
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Me t–U®

Table System

Features 
 
Table-tops

Table-top manufactured from 18mm MFC
Available in white, light grey, graphite, Canadian maple, 
Romana cherry, Cordoba olive
Edge finish 2mm thick ABS lipping matched to top 
colour, square profile
Grain direction on table-tops runs lengthwise 
Grain direction on rectangular bridge tops runs 
lengthwise 
Grain direction on corners runs diagonally
Grain direction on circular tops runs in line with 
underframe

Meet-U® shown with modesty panels, white top and anodised leg finish.

 
Frame and legs

Aluminium powder coated underframe in white semi-
gloss, light grey semi-gloss or graphite texture
Aluminium powder coated leg in white semi-gloss, light 
grey semi-gloss, graphite texture or satin anodised 
aluminium finish
Modesty panel finish available in white semi-gloss, 
light grey semi-gloss and graphite texture
Black feet with GRP glides adjustable up to 25mm to 
allow levelling
Linking tables, bridges or corners fitted with one pair 
of link clip/modesty panel hangers as standard 
Optional castors can be fitted with two braked castors 
and two height adjustable feet
Optional 80mm diameter cable port can be fitted, 
centred to long edge 
Approved to BS EN 15372:2008 Level 3  
(severe contract use)
10 year warranty
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Features

Complements the FourCast and FourSure 
seating ranges
HPL MDF tops with knife edge detail in white, 
anthracite, beech, walnut, maple or oak 
Veneer tops with knife edge detail in beech, 
maple, walnut or oak
Nano laminates in white and black as standard, 
with other finishes on request
725mm high
Table sizes: 1800mm x 900mm,  
1000mm x 2000mm, 1100mm x 2400mm, 
3000mm x 1250mm, 1200mm diameter
T-Frame in aluminium steel 
Optional powder coated frame in a variety  
of colours
Optional electric motorised height adjustment 
from 675mm - 1095mm
Optional single or double cable duct, power 
socket 4 or 8 pieces, 240V with 5-metre cable

FourMat
Meeting Table

An elegant meeting and conference table with 
a knife edge detail, FourMat has a T-frame in 
aluminium and is available as a single table  
or a modular system.

Table tops are offered in a wide range of MDF and 
veneers as well as high precision nano laminates for 
greater heat and scratch resistance.

FourMat table shown with FourCast XL black leather chairs.
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Features

FourReal 74 straight leg 740mm high: 128mm 
x 640mm, 1400mm x 700mm, 1200mm x 
800mm, 1400mm x 800mm, 1800mm x 
800mm, tapered 1400mm x 900/800mm, 
1800mm x 900/800mm, 1200mm diameter
FourReal 741 angle leg 740mm high: 1400mm x 
1000mm, tapered 1400mm x 1000/900mm,
FourReal 90 angled leg 900mm high: 1400mm 
x 600mm, 1400mm x 800mm, 1800mm x 
600mm, 1800mm x 800mm
FourReal 1050 angled leg 1050mm high: 
1400mm x 600mm, 1400mm x 800mm, 
1800mm x 600mm, 1800mm x 800mm
Foldable by one person without use of tools
2 integrated castors
Prepared for the FourReal Partition
Optional chair suspension and cable duct
Also available for outdoor use
HPL MFC and nano laminate table tops in a wide 
variety of colours
Powder coating available in a range of colours
Trolley available
FourReal Partition 1380mm x 1380mm
Acoustic panels and wipe boards available

FourReal
Table & Partition

By simply clipping the FourReal space-in-space 
partition to the FourReal table you create small 
intimate work areas in larger rooms. The clever 
design allows one person to quickly create a 
workspace with improved acoustics and a sense 
of privacy.

FourReal is a folding table designed to be used 
on its own or with the partition; the rounded 
shape perfectly complements the FourSure 
seating range. The table has integrated castors 
on two legs that allows one person to easily 
move the table, even when the FourReal 
partition is attached. 

Imagine furniture that creates a private 
space that can be stacked, folded and 
moved around the room – by one person.

FR90 with black powder coated frame and 
nano laminate top, with FourReal partition and 
acoustic panel and FS90IU FourSure 90 chairs.

FourReal & FourReal Partition combine with FourSure 88 
to create a flexible eating area with private spaces.
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Features

Table sizes: 800mm x 800mm, 1200mm 
x 800mm, 1400mm x 800mm,1600mm x 
800mm, 1800mm x 800mm, 1800mm x 
900mm
1200mm diameter round tables with folding 
and non-folding options
Four-legged folding chrome tube frame
HPL MFC tops and nano laminates in a variety 
of colours
Optional chair suspension
T-frame and outdoor options
Integrated castors
Height adjustable glides
Trolley available
Powder coated frames available in a variety  
of colours

FourEating
Multifunctional table

FourEating is a versatile folding table ideal for 
canteen, learning or meeting environments. The 
option of a chair suspension system allows chairs 
to hang under the table-top, clear of the ground, 
to prevent the practice of stacking chairs on 
tables when cleaning. Integrated castors on two 
legs and height adjustment glides on the other 
legs aid movement and levelling.

White FourEating tables with chrome frame 
and FourCast chairs. FourEating tables are easy to fold and stack.
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FourResting table in all white with a FourCast Evo chair.

FST

FourStanding  
& FourCounter 
High Tables

FourStanding and Four Counter tables are designed  
for use with the FourCast and FourSure High chairs.  
Available in two widths and two heights, the extremely stable 
fixed tables are perfect for eating and high working areas. For 
robust environments we offer high precision nano laminate 
tops with increased scratch, fade and water resistance. 

With a wide range of table top and powder coated frame 
finishes, the Four Standing and Four High can make a 
dramatic impact in any environment.

Features

Four-legged fixed steel tube frame 
1030mm and 900mm high
Available in either 1400mm or 1800mm long and 600mm 
or 800mm wide
Powder coated frames in a variety of colours
HPL MFC and nano laminate tops in a variety of finishes

FourResting
Occasional Tables

FourResting is a versatile occasional table range 
designed to match FourCast and FourSure 
seating. Available in coffee, dining and poseur 
heights, FourResting has an aluminium 4 or 5 star 
base. Square, rectangle and round tables can be 
fitted with a variety of table top finishes.

Features

3 table heights 510mm, 720mm, 1030mm 
Table sizes: rectangular 800mm x 600mm; 
square 600mm, 700mm, 800mm; round 
600mm, 700mm and 800mm diameter 
HDL MDF and nano laminate tops in a variety  
of colours
Aluminium four and five star base 
Optional powder coated frame in a variety  
of colours

FRTP600D

FRTC600D

FRTD600S

FourStanding and FourCounter height tables in white with matching frames.
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Noah table shown in oak with the Noah sofa, rocker and armchair in Camira Blazer Plymouth.

Harc low back two seater sofas in Camira Blazer Silverdale with a Harc high  back 
single chair in Blazer Silverdale and Blazer Banbridge with a Harc wooden table.

TOUCH/COFFEE

Harc
Occasional Table

Harc offers a wide selection of tables to match 
the extensive Harc seating collection. Glass  
and wooden tables can be selected with 
chrome, powder coated, wire frame and solid 
wooden bases.

Features

Rectangular 1200mm x 650mm and 1400mm 
x 700mm tables with powder coated or 
chrome legs and glass or MDF chamfered 
edge tops in a variety of finishes
Square 700mm x 700mm chrome or powder 
coated skid frame tables with glass or MDF 
chamfered top in a variety of finishes
Solid wood 700mm x 700mm, 1200mm x 
650mm, 1400mm x 700mm tables in oak or 
black ash with other options on request
4-star polished aluminium base 700mm x 
700mm tables with glass or MDF chamfered 
tops in a variety of finishes

Noah
Occasional Table

Although designed to complement the Noah 
seating range, this stylish wooden table is an 
ideal companion for many of Ocee’s other soft 
seating collections. 

Features

Available in oak or black ash solid wood with 
other woods on request
1200mm by 650mm by 420mm high

NOAHTAB/AB

HARCTABLE/4STAR/AHARCTABLE/SKID/C

HARCTABLE/C/14

HARCTABLE/W/12
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TOUCH/COFFEE

Dishy
Occasional Table

Dishy offers a round table four-star base and 
two four-legged tube tables with either wood, 
chrome or white powder coated legs.

Features

White, walnut, beech, maple or oak 
chamfered MF MDF table-tops, with other 
finishes available
Oak finish wooden frame option
Round and tube shaped tables 365mm high, 
round 750mm diameter, tube 900mm x 
600mm and 1200mm x 600mm
Four-legged 365mm high
Oval tables 900mm x 600mm and  
1200mm x 600mm

Dishy wooden occasional table shown with the Dishy high back chair and two-seater sofa in Blazer Silcoates and Salford.

DISHYCOFFEE/L/WFDISHYCOFFEE/W DISHYCIRC
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GIGGLETAB TOUCH/COFFEE TOUCH/LAP

ASTTAB

TOUCH/COFFEE

Touch
Occasional Table

The Touch Coffee table matches the Touch 
Stools with a simple circular high tensile steel 
chrome base. The Touch Laptop table offers a 
simple working surface for breakout areas.

Features

Coffee table: white, walnut, beech, maple  
or oak chamfered MF MDF table-tops with 
other finishes on request 350mm high, 
750mm diameter
Laptop table in white or black with other 
finishes on request 
510mm high, 265mm x 440mm table-top
High tensile steel chrome base 

Touch table shown with Giggle chair in Bute 
Argyll 7991 & Bute Argyll 5622.

TOUCH/COFFEE

Giggle
Occasional Table

Although the Giggle crossover skid frame table 
is designed to complement Giggle chairs, it is 
also a popular option with other Ocee seating.

Features

White, walnut, beech, maple or oak chamfered 
MF MDF table-tops with other finishes  
on request
Chrome crossover skid frame
365mm high, 750mm diameter

TOUCH/COFFEE

Asteroid
Occasional Table

Asteroid was originally conceived to complement 
the O’cee and O’val seating ranges, but has 
become the popular companion to a variety of 
seating. Available in three heights, the stylish 
Asteroid is enhanced by colour coordinated fabric 
cut-outs. 

Features

White, walnut, beech, maple or oak 
chamfered MF MDF table-tops with other 
finishes on request
365mm, 720mm and 1050mm high tables
750mm diameter top 
Coordinating fabric inlay

AST/POSEUR
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SATURN/A

JUP2

Jupiter  
& Saturn
Power and Data Connectivity 

Jupiter and Saturn provide convenient power 
and data connectivity to breakout areas. Jupiter 
offers three working levels with coffee, meeting 
and poseur heights and Saturn is a novel coffee 
or laptop table.

Jupiter

420mm, 715mm and 1095mm height options
18mm melamine faced MDF top with 
chamfered edge in white, oak, beech, maple 
and walnut
Integrated power module with 3m cable fed 
through hollow upright
White or silver base
Concealed cable restraints 
Provided with Pixel or Pluto domed power and 
connectivity options
Further electrical options available on request
Can be supplied without power
 
 

Saturn

500mm high table with a 500mm diameter 
walnut or light grey top
SATURN/A 1 UK socket individually fused at 
3.15A, hardwired with 800mm lead, 1 data 
(RJ45) outlet and 3m Cat 5e fly lead 
SATURN/B 1 twin USB fast charger (max 2.1A 
combined) hardwired with 800mm lead 

Cuba

White laminate or beech tops
Other tops available on request
Polished chrome four or five star base
Height 755mm
Round top options 600mm, 800mm,  
1000mm diameter
Square top options 600mm x 600mm and 
800mm x 800mm

Rico

White laminate or beech tops
Other tops available on request
Polished chrome trumpet base in three sizes
Height 755mm
Round top options 600mm, 800mm, 1000mm 
diameter
Square top options 600mm x 600mm and 
800mm x 800mm

Rico  
& Cuba 
Dining & Meeting Tables

Stylish, robust and easy to maintain, 
Rico and Cuba are perfectly suited to the 
bistro or breakout environment. Cuba has 
a four and five star base, while Rico has 
an elegant chrome trumpet base. White 
laminate and beech table-tops are the 
standard choices in two square and three 
round sizes. 

Saturn/A shown with HenRay soft seating in Camira 
Blazer Silverdale & Quilted Plymouth fabric. Cuba 4 star base square table with Barista chairs.

RICO/M/TT5 RICO/L/TT3 CUBA/5STAR/TT3 CUBA/4STAR/TT4



Venalo & GT
Glass Tables

Venalo & GT glass tables are extremely popular 
companions to our reception and soft seating. 

Venalo has a brushed satin aluminium square or 
chrome trumpet base and is available at poseur, 
meeting and coffee heights. 

The GT tables have toughened frosted and  
clear glass options and are offered in a variety  
of shapes and heights.

GT

Round, oval, kidney, square and rectangular 
shaped table options
Variety of heights
Chrome legs in a variety of styles
Toughened frosted or clear glass tops

Venalo

Tempered glass top
Brushed satin aluminium square base or 
chrome trumpet base
Square base table heights: 1050mm, 730mm
Trumpet base table heights: 1040mm, 
720mm, 400mm
Table top 600mm x 600mm

VENALO/SP VENALO/TC

GTRECTAN

GTOVALGTKIDNEY

GTROUND

GTTWIST
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Tubestation  
& Electrics 
Mobile Power, Data & AV

Ocee Design offers a full range of power and  
electrical options with its table collection.  
For details please contact our sales department  
at sales@oceedesign.com

Tubestation
 
Tubestation is a versatile data, power and cable 
management system that neatly and elegantly delivers 
power and connectivity wherever you need it.

Features

Optional number of faces for power and data
Mobile or fixed feet
Available in white, black or silver
160mm diameter
Robust stove powder coated aluminium construction
1200mm height as standard with bespoke sizes 
available 
Worldwide electrical socket types 
Conforms to BS6396, UL/CSA 60950, EN60950 and 
CE standards
Integral screen fixing interface as standard
Base cover eliminates trip hazards
Manufactured to BS5733 
Patent number GB246546
Power supply and data cabling built in (CAT 5E, CAT 6 
and CAT 7) 
Other height, electrical options and colours available

Table Electrics

A full range of electrical systems are available for use with 
the Ocee table collection.
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Physio
Ergonomic Task Chair

Featuring a unique anatomically designed cut 
foam back and dual density moulded memory 
foam seat, the Physio has been developed to 
promote correct seating posture. A multi-
function mechanism, ratchet back, optional  
seat slide and inflatable lumbar support allow  
the Physio to be quickly but correctly adjusted  
for any user. 

The Physio is part of our Ergo+ ergonomic 
and backcare range, endorsed by a leading 
Chartered Physiotherapist. The Physio is ideally 
suited to call centres, control rooms and any 
environment where comfortable 24/7 seating 
is required. The option of a two-tone panelled 
back highlights the distinctive shape. 

Features

Mid and high back task chairs
Choice of mechanism:

Tilt - adjustment of seat and back  
angles independently 
Synchro - synchronised seat and back action 

Memory seat foam moulds to the users' shape to 
promote correct posture
Ratchet back height adjustment
Tension adjustment to suit individual user weight
Optional seat slide and inflatable lumbar support
Available in fabric, leather and vinyl with the 
option of two-tone panelled back
FIRA tested to Level S severe use 
Compliant with HSE seating at work directives
Weight capacity 150kg 
5 year warranty for 24/7 use and 10 year for 
general 8 hour office use

PH1

PH2

Physio Mid Back is shown in Bradbury PU Torro 
Ebony with B3 base & AM arms.
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Class
Task Chair

The fully upholstered Class comes with a 
contrasting or complementary white or black 
lower back cover.

A host of features including ratchet back, 
synchronised mechanism, seat slide and side 
tension control make the Class fully adjustable and 
extremely comfortable. The cold cure foam seat 
and back provide a durable seating solution that 
has been designed to keep its shape and looks. 

Features

High back and mid back task chairs  
and matching cantilever and  
Four-legged options
Synchronised mechanism providing freefloat 
back action, seat and back in  
2:1 ratio, lockable in 5 positions 
Integral seat slide allowing seat depth  
to be adjusted through 50mm
Ratchet back height adjustment
Tension adjustment to suit individual  
user weight
Choice of black or white finish to half  
back outer cover
Available in fabric, leather and vinyl 
Compliant with HSE seating at  
work directives 
Stacking cantilever mid back and four-
legged visitor chairs with chrome frame 
Weight capacity 150kg, cantilever 110kg

CL1 CL2 CL4CL3

Class Mid Back with black back outer is shown in Blazer 
Aquarius Weil & Spinoza with B2 base & AA arms.
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Opal
Task Chair

Ergonomically designed for comfort and 
support, Opal is fully equipped to deal with 
the most demanding of work environments. 
High quality components allow Opal to be 
frequently and easily reconfigured for individual 
users without compromising performance. 
Fully adjustable, Opal has four lockable seat/
back positions and arm width adjustment. 
An optional headrest offers even greater 
support. The chair back can be upholstered or 
plastic, and a matching Opal visitor chair is also 
available.

Features

Task chair and matching cantilever visitor chair
Waterfall seat
Synchronised mechanism providing freefloat 
back action, seat/back lockable in 4 positions
Integral seat slide allowing depth to be adjusted 
through 50mm 
Ratchet back height adjustment 
Tension adjustment to suit individual user weight
Upholstered or plastic back
Available in fabric, leather and vinyl 
Standard black spider base and optional 
aluminium spider base
Soft top arm options: width and height 
adjustable or fixed height and width adjustable
Optional headrest
Stacking cantilever option with chrome frame
Compliant with HSE seating at work directives 
Weight capacity 150kg, cantilever 110kg

OPAL/UPHOL/HR OPAL/UPHOL OPAL OPCANT

Opal with headrest is shown in Camira 
Aquarius Amanda with B5 base & AO arms. 
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Airo shown in Camira Oxygen Vishnu with B3 base & AM arms.

AIRO

Airo
Task Chair

Airo is an extremely stylish addition to our task 
seating range. A high specification task chair, Airo 
is easily adjusted for multiple users. The overall 
comfort is enhanced by the breathable mesh high 
back and moulded foam seat.

Features

Synchronised mechanism providing freefloat 
back action, seat and back in 2:1 ratio, 
lockable in 5 positions
Integral seat slide allowing seat depth to be 
adjusted through 50mm
Ratchet back height adjustment
Tension adjustment to suit individual  
user weight
Compliant with HSE seating at work 
directives
Weight capacity 150kg
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Sphere shown in Camira Aquarius Citrus with B3 base.

SP3 SP1 SP2

Features

High back and mid back operator chairs and 
matching cantilever visitor chair
Offered with a choice of mechanism:

Tilt - adjustment of seat and back  
angles independently 
Synchro - synchronised seat and back action

Ratchet back height adjustment
Deep moulded seat and back foam offer 
exceptional comfort
Tension adjustment to suit individual  
user weight
Available in fabric, leather and vinyl
FIRA tested to Level S severe use 
Compliant with HSE seating at work directives
Weight capacity of standard model 150kg, 
cantilever 110kg 
Heavy duty package available to enable 
capacity of 40 stone (254kg)

Sphere
Task Chair

With Italian styling and an ergonomically 
moulded seat and back, Sphere is the choice 
for 24/7 applications. Fully adjustable, Sphere 
incorporates a ratchet back, tension control 
and height adjustment for maximum support. 
A heavy-duty chair is also available with 
the capacity for 40 stone (254kg). Sphere is 
part of our ERGO+ ergonomic and backcare 
range, endorsed by a leading Chartered 
Physiotherapist. A matching Sphere cantilever 
visitor chair is also available.
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Flexion
Task Chair

The popular Flexion has become the successful 
seating solution for a wide variety of 
applications. The deep fill, high density cut foam 
seat is extremely soft and comfortable. The 
sculptured back is fully upholstered and can be 
supplied in a striking two-tone fabric. The high 
back and mid back task chairs are offered with a 
matching cantilever visitor chair.

Features

High back and mid back task chairs and 
matching cantilever visitor chair
Synchronised mechanism providing freefloat 
back action, seat and back in 2:1 ratio, 
lockable in 5 positions
Integral seat slide allowing seat depth to be 
adjusted through 50mm 
Ratchet back height adjustment 
Tension adjustment to suit individual  
user weight 
Headrest available
Available in fabric, leather and vinyl with  
the option of a two-tone panelled back
Compliant with HSE seating at work 
directives
Cantilever visitor chair in black or  
chrome frame 
Weight capacity 150kg, cantilever 110kg 

FX1

FX3

Flexion High Back is shown in Camira Blazer 
Aston with B5 base & AP arms.
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PO1

PO2PO3

Poise High Back shown in Camira Aquarius 
Citrus with B5 base & AP arms.

Poise
Task Chair

With a waterfall seat front and a comprehensive 
range of ergonomic features, Poise has been 
specifically developed to relieve leg and back 
pressure. Poise provides the perfect balance 
between style and durability.

Features

High back and mid back task chairs and 
matching cantilever visitor chair
Synchronised mechanism providing freefloat 
back action, seat and back in 2:1 ratio, 
lockable in 5 positions   
Integral seat slide allowing seat depth to be 
adjusted through 50mm  
Ratchet back height adjustment
Tension adjustment to suit individual  
user weight
Available in fabric, leather and vinyl 
Compliant with HSE seating at  
work directives 
Cantilever visitor chair with black or  
chrome frame
Weight capacity 150kg, cantilever 110kg
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FRESH

FRESH/CANT

Fresh Mesh Back in New Aquarius Courgette with B2 base & AV arms.

Features

Mesh back task chair and matching cantilever 
visitor chair
Synchronised mechanism providing freefloat 
back action, seat and back in 2:1 ratio, lockable 
in 5 positions
Seat slide allowing seat depth to be adjusted 
through 50mm 
Adjustable lumbar for additional  
kidney support 
Tension adjustment to suit individual  
user weight
Seat available in fabric, leather and vinyl 
Cantilever with chrome frame
Compliant with HSE seating at  
work directives
Weight capacity 150kg, cantilever 110kg

Fresh
Task Chair

With its clean modern styling, Fresh is 
guaranteed to provide a contemporary feel 
to any office environment. The ergonomically 
sculptured moulded foam seat combines with 
the breathable slimline mesh back to keep 
users cool and comfortable. A matching 
cantilever visitor chair is also available.
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REDCREDREDHR

Re-act Deluxe with headrest shown in Camira Oxygen 
Vishnu with B2 base & AP arms.

Features

High back and high back task chair with 
headrest 
Matching cantilever visitor chair
Offered with a range of mechanism: 

PCB - permanent contact back 
Tilt - adjustment of seat and back angles 
independently 
 Synchro - synchronised seat and  
back action 

Ratchet back height adjustment 
Tension adjustment to suit individual user 
weight (Tilt & Synchro mechanisms only)
Deep moulded foam seat for superior  
user comfort
Available in fabric, leather and vinyl 
Compliant with HSE seating at  
work directives
SATRA tested to BS EN 5459 level S severe use
Weight capacity 150kg, cantilever 110kg

Re-act 
Deluxe
Task Chair

The Re-act Deluxe is part of our ERGO+ 
ergonomic and backcare range, endorsed by a 
leading Chartered Physiotherapist. The Re-act 
Deluxe offers a larger fully upholstered cut foam 
back and moulded foam, height adjustable seat. 
The ratchet back and tension control provide 
full adjustability. 

A range of optional extras including a head rest, 
coccyx cut-out and seat and back lumbar support 
can also be supplied for enhanced comfort. 
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React is shown in

Re-act High Back in Blazer Aston with B1 base.

Re-act
Operator Chair

One of our best selling products, the Re-act 
sets the benchmark for reliable, affordable 
and comfortable operator chairs. Height 
adjustment, ratchet back and tension control 
make the range fully adjustable. The sculptured 
foam seat and back have been designed to offer 
outstanding support. 

The Re-act is part of our ERGO+ ergonomic  
and backcare range, endorsed by a leading 
Chartered Physiotherapist.

Features

High back and mid back operator chairs and 
matching cantilever visitor chair

Offered with a range of mechanism:
PCB - permanent contact back
Tilt - adjustment of seat and back angles 
independently 
Synchro - synchronised seat / back action  

Ratchet back height adjustment
Deep moulded foam seat for superior comfort
Tension adjustment to suit individual user 
weight (Tilt & Synchro mechanism only)
Available in fabric, leather and vinyl 
Compliant with HSE seating at work directives
SATRA tested to BS EN 5459 level S severe use
Weight capacity 150kg, cantilever 110kg 

Draughtsman
Extended gas cylinder height adjustment for 
taller workstations 
Permanent contact back mechanism 
Glass filled nylon base on glides for stability
Moulded seat foam
Adjustable chrome footring
Rachet back height adjustment
Compliant with HSE seating at work directives
Weight capacity 150kg

RE2DRE1 RE2 RE3
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FUHD FUS FUP

Fusion is shown in 

Fusion Standard in Camira Oxygen Vishnu with B2 base & AM arms.

Fusion
Operator Chair

With petite, standard and heavy-duty options, 
Fusion is designed to accommodate individual 
users while maintaining a consistent look 
throughout the office. The ergonomically 
shaped moulded foam seat and cut foam back 
are supported by a choice of multi-functional 
mechanisms for outstanding comfort.  
A cantilever visitor chair completes the 
range. Fusion is part of our ERGO+ ergonomic 
and backcare range, endorsed by a leading 
Chartered Physiotherapist.

Features

Petite, standard and heavy-duty 
operator chairs and matching 
cantilever visitor chair 
Offered with a range of 
mechanism:

PCB - permanent contact back 
Tilt - adjustment of seat and 
back angles independently 
Synchro - synchronised seat 
and back action 

Tension adjustment to suit 
individual user weight (Synchro 
mechanism only)
Ratchet back height adjustment
Available in fabric, leather  
and vinyl  
 
 

Moulded foam seat and cut 
foam back
Compliant with HSE seating at 
work directives
Petite & Standard - SATRA 
tested to BS EN 1335
Weight capacity of petite and 
standard model 150kg
Weight capacity of heavy duty  
model 190kg, cantilever 110kg
Cantilever visitor chair with 
black or chrome frame 
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TICK TICK/C

Tick High Back shown in Camira Blazer 
Aston with B1 base & AM arms.

Tick
Operator Chair

The popular Tick has a comfortable oval shaped 
moulded foam seat and cut foam back. Tick is 
fully adjustable and can be supplied with a choice 
of five star or cantilever bases and additional 
ergonomic options.

Features

High back operator and high back 
cantilever visitor chair
Offered with a choice of 
mechanism:

PCB - permanent contact back 
Tilt - adjustment of seat and 
back angles independently 
Synchro - synchronised seat 
and back action

Ratchet back height adjustment
Moulded foam seat and cut 
foam back

Tension adjustment to suit 
individual user weight  
(Synchro mechanism only) 
Available in fabric, leather  
and vinyl 
Cantilever visitor chair in black  
or chrome frame
Compliant with HSE seating  
at work directives
Weight capacity 150kg, 
cantilever 110kg
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Urban
Operator Chair

With its bulb shaped back and generous size 
seat Urban offers a high level of comfort and 
style. Multi-functional mechanisms, ratchet 
back and tension control allow the chair to be 
quickly adjusted to suit individual users.  
A matching cantilever visitor chair is  
also available.

Features

High back operator and matching high back 
cantilever visitor chair
Offered with a choice of mechanism:

PCB - permanent contact back
Tilt - adjustment of seat and back angles 
independently
Synchro - synchronised seat and back action

Ratchet back height adjustment
Tension adjustment to suit individual user 
weight (Synchro mechanism only)
Moulded foam seat 
Cantilever visitor chair with black  
or chrome frame
Weight capacity 150kg, cantilever 110kg
Compliant with HSE seating at work directives

UBC

UB

Urban shown in Camira Aquarius Citrus with B1 base & AM arms.
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Goal
Operator Chair

A proven, affordable, entry level option with 
enduring popularity, the Goal has performed 
perfectly in thousands of environments.

Goal is provided in a choice of mechanisms 
with handwheel back height adjustment. The 
upholstered back has a durable plastic back 
cover. A mesh back option is also available. 

Features

Offered with choice of mechanism: 
PCB - permanent contact back 
Tilt - adjustment of seat / back angles 
independently

Handwheel back height adjustment

Moulded foam seat and cut foam back
Inflatable lumbar support on certain products
SATRA tested to BS EN 1335
Weight capacity 150kg, cantilever 110kg
Compliant with HSE Seating at work

Technician

Taller gas lift for use with higher workbenches 
Fully adjustable
Handwheel back height adjustment 
Supportive cut foam seat and cut foam back
Permanent contact back mechanism 
Glass filled nylon base on glides for stability
Adjustable chrome footring
Compliant with HSE seating at work directives
Weight capacity 150kg

GL1 GL5GL2

GL6 GL7

GL3

Goal Mesh Back operator shown in Camira Advantage 
Trident with B1 base & AP arms. 

TECH
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TNZ1
Seating for children over 10 years of age
Comfortable generous cut foam seat and back
Gas lift seat height adjustment 
Tamper-proof
Handwheel back height adjustment
Moulded plastic black back outer for durability
Fitted with glides for safety and stability
Weight capacity 120kg

Dublin
Permanent contact back mechanism
Gas lift height adjustment
Glass filled nylon base on glides for stability
Easy-clean solid fluid resistant polyurethane  
seat and back
Desk and bench high options 
Weight capacity 120kg

Derry
Gas lift height adjustment
Supplied with a glass filled nylon base on glides  
for stability
Solid polyurethane fluid resistant, wipe clean  
seat and back
Desk and bench high options 
Weight capacity 120kg

TP1
100% tamper-proof
Generous cut foam seat and backs for  
classroom comfort
Push button gas height adjustment 
Fitted with castors for manoeuvrability
Choice of fixed or height adjustable arms
Weight capacity 120kg

Study1
Fully upholstered 
Tamper-proof design
Generous cut foam seat and backs for  
classroom comfort
Gas lift seat height adjustment 
Optional writing tablet
Weight capacity 120kg

HD1
Comfortable generous cut foam seat and back
Heavy-duty frame suitable for severe contract use
Stackable 4 high
Weight capacity 150kg 

Dublin high working industrial chair with footring and gas lift.

Educational
 
With stacking chairs and task seating, our 
classroom range offers products designed to 
withstand the busiest educational environments.

Industrial
 
Ocee Design offers a range of industrial 
seating to withstand the hardest factory, 
warehouse or laboratory environments. 
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Personal Storage

HB-TWO 186 HB-ONE 187 VAULT 188 KEYLESS LOCKS 188

Ocee Design provide a range of  storage solutions that include lockers, storage walls, 
credenzas and filing cabinets. We offer advanced Keyless Locking Solutions with full 
service and support. Please contact sales@oceedesign.com for more details.
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Hotbox®
 

HB-two
Personal Storage

Bright, light and personal, HB-two is the flexible 
portable storage system for all your work. 
Choose the interior storage to suit your needs 
and finish off with a fabric cover of your choice. 
Carry your laptop, tablet, files and pens in style 
and individualise your space.

Features

Flexible interior can store tablets, laptops, 
phones, pens, files and personal items
Soft feel handle
Soft, curvy and flexible ABS plastic core
Interchangeable fabric covers with non-
standard covers on request
Option without cover available
Optional shoulder strap for easy transport
Name tag
Side pull handle for easy removal from lockers
Optional tablet clip stand and strap holder
Option to add your own logo
Removable utility pots
Manufactured from recyclable ABS
Height 311mm, depth 125mm,  
width 426mm, weight 1.8kg

HB-ONE

Hotbox®
 

HB-one
Personal Storage

Where it all started, HB-one is the original 
lockable portable file storage system. Hang it 
on a tool bar or from a desk clamp, or clip it onto 
the Caddy to take it with you when you are on 
the move.

Features

Two ergonomic handles allow easy transfer 
and lifting
Flexible interior dividers and personal buddy 
to organise your space
Integrated clip for securing to tool rail or 
Hotbox® desk clamp
Hotbox® Caddy for convenient movement 
over longer distances

Dimensions lid closed
Height 270mm, depth 250mm, width 
385mm, weight 3.2kg

HB-TWO
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Vault
Personal Storage Lockers

Vault is a high specification storage system designed 
to house the personal belongings, post and Hotboxes® 

of those sharing agile working environments. With a 
variety of door types customers can choose the most 
appropriate configuration for their particular needs. Metal 
doors can be produced to match any colour scheme, 
and wooden doors and tops are also available. Graphics 
can be added to reinforce corporate identity or to add a 
distinctive flourish. Bespoke locking offers both key and 
keyless options. Vault’s quality construction and seamless 
back also means that each unit can be used as screening 
or room dividers.

Vault Features

Tested and certified to the highest British standards 
for strength and stability
Cabinet uniquely serial number coded
Reinforced flush seamless corners
Heavy gauge 18-20 Steel 
Seamless back 
Double skin door construction
Fully welded cabinet shell with reinforced welded 
corners gives the ability to move fully loaded
BeCode, UGL and combination lock options
Any colours can be matched, even tonal shades 
10 year warranty

BeCode

Ocee Design offers a complete keyless furniture locking 
solution for all your storage furniture. 

BeCode’s digital and RFID locks are keyless and cable-
free, unaffected by power outages and do not require 
connection to your IT system. Chosen by leading 
corporate, healthcare and education users, BeCode locks 
can be used for storage operated by single dedicated 
users, or for multiple users sharing the same furniture. The 
BeCode AIR RFID lock seamlessly integrates with RFID 
building access systems so that users only need one card 
to open all locks. 

BeCode locks are ideal for personal lockers in 
establishments introducing agile or flexible working, 
for leisure facilities, schools and universities and parcel 
collection areas. BeCode locks can also be retrofitted to 
existing furniture to convert your establishment from key 
to keyless. The advanced security features and simple 
operation can be enhanced by optional TAN software, 
which allows the automatic transmission of lock codes to 
users via email or text. 

Keyless Lock Features

Totally keyless for ease of storage 
management and higher security
Seamlessly integrates with RFID building  
access systems 
Digital and RFID locks 
Cable-free, no need for mains connectivity
Unaffected by power outages 
No IT system connectivity required 
For storage operated by single dedicated 
users or for shared storage for multiple users 
Can be retrofitted to existing furniture to 
convert key to keyless 
Simple intuitive operation
Up to 10 year battery life  
Optional TAN software for automatic 
transmission of lock codes to users,  
via email or text
Vandal and tamper proof locks for robust 
environments
Fully supported by UK based experts

Keyless Locking 
Systems
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Space Planning
Space Planning 

Ocee Design's extensive product portfolio enables it to facilitate all your 
furniture needs. If  you would like assistance space planning your projects 
please contact us at sales@oceedesign.co.uk



BS 5459 (2000) PART 2 
Office Pedestal seating for use by persons up to 
150kg in weight, and suitable for 24 hour use

BS EN 1021:1 2014 
Fabric flammability (cigarette test)

BS EN 1021:2 2014 
Fabric flammability (match test)

BS 7176 : 2014 
Fabric flammability low hazard

BS 5852 : 2006 
Flammability ignition source 5

BS 3379 : 2011 
Specification for load bearing applications. 
Flexible form.

BS EN ISO 3582 :  2001 
CMHR foam flammability

BS EN ISO 14001 
Production of chairs from plywood shapes 
and veneers

BS EN 12521 : 2009 
Strength and durability of the structure of 
domestic tables

BS EN 1728 : 2012 
Determination of stability for domestic seating

BS EN 2009 
Stability, strength and durability of office 
work chairs

BS EN 2002 
Determination of visitor chair stability

BS EN 2005 
Determination of seating stability

BS EN 7945 : 1999 
Determination of stability for non-domestic 
seating

Kite® 
BS EN 15372:2008 
Test Level 2 Furniture - Strength, durability and 
safety - requirements for non-domestic tables 
(Kite® rectangle)

Meet-U® 
BS EN 15372:2008 
Level 3 severe contract use (Meet-U®table)

Where applicable, Four chairs and tables conform 
to the following standards:

EN 1729-1 : 2006 
Furniture - chairs and tables for educational 
institutions - Part 1

EN 1729-2 : 2012 
Furniture - chairs and tables for educational 
institutions - Part 2

Polyshells: Flame retardant according to CAL-133 
(California Technical Bulletin) 

Polyshells: ZEK / 01.2-08, Testing and validation 
of Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAH) 

All products are PVC-free

EN 13761 : 2002 
Office furniture - visitors chairs

DIN 68878-1/01.87 (cl 5.6.1.1) 
chairs for domestic use

ANSI/BIFMA x 5.1-2002, Type III

GS-Mark (Geprüfte Sicherheit)

EN 15373:2007 
Furniture - strength, durability and safety - 
requirements for non-domestic seating -Test 
severity 3 severe use

EN1021-1 
Furniture Assessment of ignitability of 
Upholstered Furniture

EN1022:2005  
Domestic Furniture Seating Determination of 
Stability

EN 161139:2013  
Level 1 & 2 Furniture – Strength, Durability and 
Safety – requirement for non-domestic use

EN 15372:2008  
Furniture Strength Durability and Safety – 
requirement for non-domestic tables

Tubestation manufactured to BS5733 2010 
+ AI 2014

Conforms to BS6396, UL/CSA 60950, 
EN60950 & CE Standards

Electrical products are manufactured to 
enable compliance with BS6396 or BS7671 
where relevant

Vault lockers comply with:

BS EN 14073-2: 2004: 
Office Furniture - Storage Furniture:  
Safety Requirements

BS EN 14073-3: 2004: 
Office Furniture - Storage Furniture: 
Determination of Strength and Stability of the 
Structure Requirements

BS EN 14074: 2004: 
Office Furniture - Storage Furniture: 
Determination of Strength and Durability of 
Moving Parts

BS 4875 Part 7 test level 4 : 1998 : 2006 
Strength and Stability of Furniture: Strength and 
Durability of Storage Furniture

BS 4875: Part 8: 1998: 
Strength and Stability of Furniture: Stability of 
Non-Domestic Storage Furniture

BSEN 527-3 : 2003 
Strength and Stability of Office Furniture

Kite® is manufactured in the UK under license by Ocee Design Limited

Under copyright law any use of Kite® trademarks, images and patent numbers in commercial literature, websites or general marketing material must be 
reviewed prior to publication by a director of Ocee Design Limited

Kite® is patent protected

Kite® is a registered trademark No 2127363

Kite® designed by Mike Prendergast

British patent No. 9624984.2

European patent No. 97934616.0

US patent No. 6164217 & 6158358

Tubestation Patent number: GB246546

Hotbox® is a trademark of Hotbox Storage Ltd

Meet-U® is a registered trademark of Burgess Furniture Limited

Four®  is a registered trademark of Four Design

Inno® is a registered trademark of Four Design

Standards & Trademarks
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